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Baruch needs a bar on
campus (p. 10)

23rd Street Building deteriorates

With increasing tuition
and budget
debates, building a bar might
be a profitable
solution that
could boost
the college’s
financial situation. The move could boost morale among students and encourage them to socialize.

ARTS & STYLE 13
The Badass British featured
at MoMA (p. 14)
MoMA opened
the first exhibit
to feature over
three quarters
of Winston
Churchill’s art.
The exhibit,
titled The Badass British,
includes caricatures of the wartime Prime Minister championing his foes.

SCIENCE & TECH 15
Government declassiﬁes
space program (p. 17)
An unknown
source leaked
classified
files featuring
NASA’s Human Inhabitation Program,
which has
been carried
out for almost 40 years. The sister
study, which analyzes the
survivability on the discovered
planets, is still classified.

SPORTS 19
Super Smash Bros to be
featured at Olympics (p. 21)
The American Olympic
Committee is
proposing to
include Super
Smash Bros. in
the 2016 Rio De
Janeiro Olympics. Other
countries oppose the idea, as the
game is expensive and it would
put developing nations at
a disadvantage.
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Google plans
on-campus
hiring at Baruch
BY SKIP BAELISH

hit the tri-state area. During the
storm, the area surrounding the
23rd Street Building lost power
and faced moderate flooding,
and in fact, Baruch itself had no
communications access.

In what could only be described as a dream come true
for any college student, Google
has announced that they will be
hosting a hiring session at Baruch
College. Known as one of the
most desirable places to work,
the company outlined on its blog
that it will be seeking promising
young students to fill out entry
level internship positions in its
creative caretaking division.
“Google is constantly on the
lookout for talented young people who are looking to flourish
in an environment that will allow
them to express their creativity,”
wrote Langdon Alger, head of hiring at Google. “For that reason,
we feel that Baruch students will
most adequately fit the necessary
tasks and roles that our creative
caretaking department faces.”
The internship summary mentions that the company is looking for “Individuals who are able
to flex their creative and problem solving skills in order to assist Google’s development teams
solve complex challenges.”

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 23

BUSINESS 11
Greek economy nears
collapse (p. 12)
After an unsuccessful attempt
at mass-producing pure
olive oil to
boost exports,
Greek Prime
Minister Alexis
Tsipras made a
public announcement admitting
that his policies to save the Greek
economy were nothing but “a
wild guess.”
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According to Gruber’s analysis, the 23rd Street Building is rapidly deteriorating, partially due to the Superstorm Sandy.
BY JUNG TURK
After a period of intense testing
and research, professor David Gruber has discovered that the 23rd
Street Building is rapidly deteriorating. Gruber’s research indicates
that the outer shell of the building,

comprised entirely of brick, spackle and in many places, Krazy Glue,
is progressively worsening at a rate
similar to the erosion of topsoil.
Gruber, a professor of biology
and environmental science, began his research four years ago,
shortly after Superstorm Sandy

Zicklin School of Business
tangles with Trump University

Martin Shkreli developing
ethics course for Fall semester

BY FURST LASTINGTON
Amid a legal battle between Trump University and displeased customers, top officials at the Zicklin School of Business at Baruch have
advocated for the absorption of Trump University into Zicklin’s core
curriculum. H. Fenwick Huss, dean of Zicklin, said when asked about
the matter, “It’s a good idea.”
Businessman and presidential candidate Donald Trump and three
close business partners incorporated Trump University in 2004. The
all-online school officially opened in 2005. Trump University, though,
was never a university. The program did not offer students actual college credit for completing coursework, which was simply listening to
lectures and seminars online.
In 2005, the New York State Department of Education sent a letter to Trump and his business partners, declaring that they were violating New York state education law. According to a source close to
Trump, upon reading the letter, Trump stated, “The Department of
Education is a joke. They don’t even know what they are talking about.
Ridiculous!”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Baruch launches new football team
with Baxter as its head coach

Shkreli became notorious following the 5,556 percent price increase of Daraprim.

BY JOE PAUL

BY CHET ARCHER

CUNYAC announced that it will introduce a new sport to its program this coming fall. Since 2014, the CUNYAC and the NCAA have
been working on an arrangement to create football teams in all CUNY
institutions. The voting committee agreed to implement the new sport
and preparations were apparently under way at the beginning of 2015.
The move, as CUNYAC president Rob Kraft described, came about
in an effort “to build school spirit on campus and attract prospective
student athletes coming out of high school.” Kraft hopes to bolster enrollment numbers through this initiative and is excited about the future
of athletics for CUNYAC.
Members of the Student Athlete Advisory Committee also weighed
in on the changes to add the new sport to their conference. “I think it’s
great for the school and the athletic program,” said Chad Harper, who
is the vice president of the committee and also a member of the men’s
baseball team at Baruch College. I’m sure there are many students who
would be interested in trying out for the team. It’s very encouraging to
see CUNY’s commitment to developing its athletic program and providing the best experience for its students.”

Martin Shkreli will be a professor at Baruch College for at least
the Fall 2016 semester, The Zicklin School of Business announced on
March 29.
Shkreli, a graduate of the business school, is partnering with current
faculty in the management and philosophy departments to design a new
management-philosophy crossover course. The class will be piloted in
the fall with Shkreli at the helm and will be devoted to analyzing ethical
dilemmas encountered in competitive markets.
“We’re excited to start a course like this,” said H. Fenwick Huss,
dean of Zicklin. “Martin [Shkreli] has first-hand experience of just how
ethically challenging the free market can be.”
Shkreli is the co-founder of the hedge fund MSMB Capital Management and the co-founder and former CEO of the biotechnology firm
Retrophin, but he is most known for his role as CEO of Turing Pharmaceuticals. Shkreli received criticism in September 2015 when Turing
raised the price of an anti-parasitic drug, Daraprim, by 5,556 percent.
He has since become labeled as “the most hated man in America” by
media outlets.
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23rd Street Building marred by falling brickwork

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
TICKLER STAFF
In a bizarre effort to win support back from his police force,
Mayor Bill de Blasio will be allowing officers to leave work
early on Fridays during the summer months. This move comes
after a recent poll conducted by
the Police Benevolence Association indicated that 96 percent of
officers felt that the relationship
between police and the public
has worsened in recent years.
The mayor’s office feels early
leave will help boost morale up
and down the ranks. “Operation
TGIF” will begin on May 1.
_________________________
The Office of Student Life
decided to host a scavenger
hunt last week, inviting teams
organized by student clubs to
locate a number of hidden items
on campus. The winning club
would be given a budget increase of $200—the money coming directly from OSL’s budget—
to be used for an end-of-year
party. After a full day of running
all over campus, not a single
club of the 30 participating organizations completed the hunt.
Twenty clubs found every item
on the list with the exception of
one: a Baruch College degree.
_________________________
The Defund CUNY Campaign
announced in a press release
last week that it will continue
petitioning state lawmakers to
“suck CUNY dry” despite the
outcome of this year’s state budget negotiations. “CUNY has
been the taxpayer’s burden for
far too long, and it is our mission
to send higher education down
the river and into the free market.” The campaign also plans to
petition New York City officials
to withhold funding for the university system.
_________________________
Baruch USG’s March 29
meeting culminated in an argument among representative senators on whether surplus funds
should be put toward T-shirt
launchers or water fountains
that dispense Hawaiian punch.
Representative senators voted
to go into executive session,
which clears the room of nonUSG students so the governing
body could continue discussion
in private; the session went on
for six hours. A decision is still
forthcoming, but one senator indicated a compromise had been
reached.
_________________________
The MTA has announced
that the 6 train will be rerouted
to stop above ground at Baruch’s 25th Street Plaza, pending board approval. “The MTA
has considered running a train
closer to Baruch for a long, long
time,” said MTA spokesman Lexington Luther. “Until now, our
largest obstacle was funding the
project. With the upcoming tuition hikes, I don’t think that’ll
be a problem at all.” The station, which is to be named “25th
Street - Baruch College,” will allow students to board the 6 train
from the comfort of the Newman
Library building.
_________________________
Over 2,000 students signed
a petition to program the turnstiles so that people could enter
Baruch by swiping their credit
or debit card. “It happened to all
of us,” Rong Kard, a junior at Baruch, said. “It would only make
our lives easier if we could use
our cards to enter the building.”

CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
In spite of this, the Vertical
Campus remained open as a shelter to 600 evacuees.
The 23rd Street Building, however, was roped off with caution
tape. Upon reopening, staff from
Buildings and Grounds found
that the storm shattered several windows and damaged the
building’s foundation.
“On my way into the building
on that first day back, I looked up
and happened to notice some discoloration on the surface of the
building, especially near the top,”
said Gruber. “There were severe
cracks running along the corners
and at one point, masonry fell
from the 14th floor onto the street,
causing a traffic jam down Lexington Avenue. Suffice to say, I did not
feel particularly safe going up in
the elevator.”
“Cracks in the outer structure of
a building combined with falling
brickwork are two common indicators of building deterioration,”
said Gruber.
He continued, “I was alarmed,
and I decided to look into it in my
spare time. I’m typically more involved with marine biology, but
I consider this my service to the
Baruch community.”
Gruber began his research by
studying the moisture transportation routes. Though Superstorm
Sandy seems to have sped up the
deterioration process tenfold,
Gruber noticed that the architectural methods of dealing with
precipitation were sub-par at best.
When an architect sets out to
design a building, one of the things
that they must consider is how the
structure will react to precipitation. In other words, if rain comes
cascading down the sides of a
building, the outer shell must be
designed in a way that transports

“I also found a giant hole in
the Northeast corner of the
room. When I tried to shine
my ﬂashlight into it, the
darkness completely
absorbed the light. I’m
pretty sure black holes do the
same thing. My best guess
is that it’s a portal to another
dimension,” Barrick said.
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Gruber, pictured above, discovered that the 23rd street building is deteriorating.
the rainwater to the storm drains
as efficiently as possible.
Because the 23rd Street Building is over 80 years old, its moisture
transportation routes are outdated.
“Modern-day buildings are
built at a slight slant to help the
rain reach the street faster,” explained Gruber. “But we’re dealing
with a dinosaur here, and something like 70 percent of rainwater
is absorbed into the brickwork. In
short, the bricks of the 23rd Street
Building are more or less saturated
sponges now.”
Gruber became even more concerned when he learned about the
five-year stacking plan for which
the school received a $30 million
grant to continue. The plan proposes a series of structural and
cosmetic changes slated to be
completed by 2018.
“That’s a lot of money to spend
on a building that should be condemned,” remarked Gruber. “Perhaps a better use for it would be
to, say, fix that facade of the Vertical Campus so students don’t
get hit with falling snow in the

winter months.”
According to the nurse’s office,
23 students filed several reports
of injuries due to falling snow this
past winter.
“But no, the best thing to do
with that architectural grant money is definitely to attempt to salvage a building that is quite literally
falling apart,” said Gruber.
Bernie Barrick, a senior majoring in physics who aided Gruber
in his research, also offered his assessment. “I’m a science student,
and most of my classes are in that
building. It’s like a little death every day, walking in through the
front doors.”
Barrick’s role in the research
process was to look into the
foundation of the building.
“I spent a lot of time in that
dank and musty basement, and
what I found was that it floods every single time it rains. Without fail.
The level of rot is astounding. That’s
why the stairwells always smell like
water damage.”
Barrick continued, “I also found
a giant hole in the Northeast corner

of the room. When I tried to shine
my flashlight into it, the darkness
completely absorbed the light. I’m
pretty sure black holes do the same
thing. My best guess that it’s a portal to another dimension.”
Gruber noted that the administration has been largely unreceptive to his research, despite the
urgency of the situation.
Lisa Edwards, assistant vice
president who oversees facilities,
said that the master stacking plan
in question, including elevator
construction through the remainder of the semester, will continue
despite of Gruber’s findings.
“What do you mean it’s ‘deteriorating?’ Who told you that? Are
you talking about the little cracks
on the outside? That’s nothing a
little Krazy Glue can’t fix,” said
Edwards. “We have it completely
under control.”
Gruber said that he expects that
building to disintegrate completely
by 2023. “I have learned that the
school deals with its urgent structural problems much in the same
way the MTA does—it doesn’t.”

Business school tangles with Donald Trump’s University
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
Unfortunately
for
Trump,
the DOE did know what it was
talking about.
In a letter to Trump that was
made public in 2010, Joseph Frey,
deputy commissioner for higher
education, wrote, “Use of the word
‘university’ by your corporation is
misleading and violates New York
Education Law and the Rules of
the Board of Regents.” In response,
Trump said, “Has this guy even
seen my hands?”
In 2010, Trump decided to
change the name of the program
to “The Trump Entrepreneur Initiative.” But that somehow sounds
less legitimate than “Trump University,” if that is even possible.
The lawsuits began rushing in
in 2013, when the New York state
filed a $40 million civil suit against
Trump University. By this point, it
had stopped operating.
Eric Schneiderman, New York
attorney general, accused Trump
University of being a bait-andswitch. Over 5,000 students paid up
to $35,000 for online instruction. In
response, Trump called Schneiderman “a political hack looking
to get publicity.” Despite claims by
Trump that he will win in court,
there are still three separate court
cases pending.
And despite the controversy,
Zicklin officials decided to move
ahead with plans to absorb Trump
University. Huss, with major Zicklin faculty seated behind him,
took to the podium to announce
the move at a press conference
on March 27. Among the faculty
present were Robert Schwartz,
Carol Marquardt and Christopher
Hessel.
During the press conference,
Huss said, “We are very excited
to announce our plan to absorb
Trump University and integrate the

EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG

Zicklin plans to absorb Trump University and integrate its coursework. Huss hopes that Trump will personally teach some classes.
coursework into our various Zicklin capstone classes. Hey, maybe
we can even have Trump teach
a few classes. He would make a
prestigious addition to our faculty.
Have you seen his hands?”
Carol Marquardt, professor of
accounting and the accounting
department chair, was invited by
Huss to close out the announcement. Seemingly unprepared, she
said, “Honestly, I thought we were
announcing something completely
different. I was under the impression we were getting a new faculty
vending machine. But I guess this
is happening now.”
Robert Schwartz, university distinguished professor of economics
and finance, was present, and one
of the few faculty members unaware that Trump may be invited
to teach at the school. When confronted about the issue, he said,
“Wait, who? Are we talking about
the same guy?”
Reporters also questioned Hes-

sel, vice-chairman of the department of economics and finance. “I
also thought this was about a new
vending machine,” he said.
Larry Zicklin, after whom the
Baruch business school is named,
commented to reporters offsite
about Trump’s possible instructor position. “I think his notoriety can bring more attention to
Baruch at the national level. Personally, I think he’s just a bro, but
we’re all bros here. Business bros,
you know?”
Larry Zicklin still serves on Zicklin’s business advisory council.The
specifics of absorbing Trump University into Zicklin are still in the
works. Because of the severe costs
of the pending lawsuits, Baruch is
prepared to help pay for the legal
costs in order to expedite the trial,
according to Huss. “I’ve talked to
Wallerstein, and he agrees that we
shouldn’t spend our own money
on this venture. That being said, the
school is prepared to move funding

away from Weismann for this purpose.”
When Wallerstein was asked to
comment about this, he, like many
others, seemed to be unaware of
the situation. “I don’t think we ever
had that conversation. Huss does
stuff like this all the time. He’s brilliant, but this is not the first time
something like this has happened.”
According to an anonymous
source close to Huss, he has a “history of making big plans and not
telling everyone, yet acting like
everyone is on board.” Another
source said, “About once a month
he tells everyone we are finally getting that vending machine. Then
he tells us we’re holding a press
conference to announce it. For
some reason, everyone always believes him. We’re never getting the
vending machine.”
At this point, the future of Zicklin’s merge with Trump University,
as well as the new faculty vending
machine, is up in the air.
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Obama’s visit (p. 8)
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CUNY student leaders hold rally for tuition freeze
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The prospect
of President
Obama’s visit
to Cuba to discuss government affairs
with Raul
Castro, the
current sitting
president of
the country, incited hope in Cuban citizens that political change
would be brought to their nation.

Elected student government
presidents and other student leaders from CUNY campuses staged
a joint press conference in Baruch
College’s 25th Street Plaza last Monday as part of an ongoing assault
on the possible extension of tuition
increases and a formerly proposed
$485 million operating budget cut
to CUNY.
The March 28 rally also sought
to further call on Gov. Andrew
Cuomo and the New York State
legislature to create a budget that
will fully fund CUNY and it’s staff ’s
contracts, while simultaneously
freezing tuition.
“I ensure that the founders that
founded the City University of New
York are probably rolling over in
their grave to know that these proposed budget cuts might go through,
to know that all of the students coming after us whose only pathway out
of poverty will be disenfranchised,”
said Shirley Jackson, vice chair of
graduate student affairs for the Undergraduate Student Senate. “City
University of New York is crumbling;
City Universities of New York have
produced some of the finest and
brilliant minds.

BUSINESS 11
IPhone SE provides eﬃcient
smartphone option (p. 11)
Amid growing
concerns about
economic
growth and
inflation, the
19-country
eurozone’s
central bank
cut its rates to
an all-time low.
The purpose of the lower interest rates is to boost investment
spending in the Eurozone.

ARTS & STYLE 13
Documentarian uncovers
decades old secrets (p. 13)
The plot revolves around
Gerda Tuchler
and the Tel Aviv
apartment that
she left behind
upon her death.
While cleaning,
the family discovers secrets about the Tuchlers
that it was never aware of.

SCIENCE & TECH 15
Dark Souls III dominates
April game releases (p.15)
There are several exciting
game releases
scheduled for
this month,
including Dark
Souls III, Quantum Break,
Ratchet and
Clank and Star Fox Zero. Whether a new title or another iteration
of a series, the games provide
fresh experiences for gamers.

SPORTS 19
Baruch ends losing streak,
sweeps York College (p. 19)
The Bearcats
picked up their
first win of the
season against
the Yeshiva
University
Maccabees 176. Baruch kept
the momentum rolling in
its next two games, defeating
the York College Cardinals 9-0,
17-3, in a CUNYAC doubleheader.
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Shirley Jackson addresses rising tuition concerns at a joint press conference held in Baruch’s 25th Street Plaza.

Whistleblower gives Ethics Week talk
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Caroline Kennedy touts
studying abroad with CUNY

The Robert Zicklin Center for Corporate Integrity hosted a Q&A panel
with “whistleblower” Anthony Menendez, a former employee of multinational corporation Halliburton and Jennifer M. Pacella, assistant professor of law at Baruch College.
The event was part of Ethics Week, which features in-class discussion
of ethics-related course material, conducts student-oriented ethics workshops and invites speakers to host events. Before the Q&A, Menendez recounted his story leading up to Halliburton and the pivotal moments in
which both his career and life would drastically change.
Prior to becoming director of technical accounting research and
training at Halliburton, Menendez had worked various accounting jobs
such as audit senior manager at companies like Ernst & Young. Although
a step-up from his former job, Menendez quickly noticed that there was
a distinction between Halliburton and the companies for which he formerly worked: Halliburton was violating several of the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and Generally Accepted Auditing Standards,
which, according to Menendez’s complaint, “allow[ed] the Company to
manipulate its revenue and earnings” on six different grounds.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

AIDS stigma analyzed at Graduate Center
BY VICTORIA MERLINO

COURTESY OF CUNYNEWSWIRE

U.S. ambassador Caroline Kennedy speaks to an on-campus audience at a U.S.
State Department event held in the Newman Library on Wednesday, March 30.

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The CUNY Graduate Center recently hosted a panel, titled
Shifting the Stigma of HIV/AIDS, gathering experts, scholars and
students to discuss the current social issues surrounding human
immunodeficiency virus and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.
HIV and AIDS have existed in the United States since the
mid- to late-1970s. They were first identified in Los Angeles’s
gay male community before becoming a full epidemic in the
1980s. A disease that attacks the body’s immune system, HIV
can destroy a body from the inside out, making it more susceptible to diseases and cancers. Left unchecked, HIV can turn
into AIDS, which, once diagnosed, reduces life expectancy to
three years.
While HIV and AIDS can infect all people, stigma was placed
on the shoulders of those who first reported having the virus:
the gay community. After much fear and confusion in the public
arena, thousands of deaths across the United States and outright
denial from the U.S. government, research on HIV and AIDS was
finally conducted.
STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
U.S. ambassador Caroline Kennedy, Assistant Secretary of State for
Educational and Cultural Affairs Evan Ryan and CUNY students held a
panel March 30 to discuss the importance of studying abroad.
The event, hosted by the U.S. State Department at the Newman Library, began with a few remarks from Executive Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs Vita Rabinowitz. Rabinowitz stressed the importance
of studying abroad, citing the great amount of student diversity as an
important factor in maintaining a healthy abroad program. Only 1,600
of 275,000 CUNY students go abroad annually, leading Rabinowitz to
speak of the need for greater international access in the CUNY system,
with more grants and an internationalized curriculum being developed
for this herculean task. “CUNY is striving to become more international,”
said Rabinowitz.
With CUNY in mind, Ryan and Kennedy continued the panel by expanding upon the benefits of studying abroad. Making lifelong friends,
finding new opportunities, breaking down preconceived cultural barriers and building a greater field of diplomacy were all mentioned as positive outcomes of going abroad as a student.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Caroline Kennedy touts studying abroad at panel

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
JONATHAN SPERLING
More than 40 faculty and
staff members from CUNY were
arrested while expressing their
discontent with the final state
budget’s possible divestment
from the CUNY system with a
“die-in” on March 23. Protesters locked arms and laid down
in front of Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s
office building in Midtown, effectively blocking the doors and
sidewalks. According to Comptroller Scott Stringer, CUNY
would have had $637 million
more today if its funding had
grown at the same pace as the
state budget. Hundreds of other
ralliers, some part of CUNY’s
Rising Alliance, chanted “C-UN-Y Don’t let CUNY die,” as protesters were arrested._
_______________________
Two Guttman Community
College students are the most
recent recipients of the 2016 Phi
Theta Kappa Academic Awards.
Luz Cepeda, a human services
major, and Christina Wirsing, a
liberal arts and sciences major,
were among 14 CUNY students
recgonized during the All-New
York Academic Awards at the
New York State Museum in Albany on March 8. Both students
were also given certificates of
recognition from their respective New York state senators.
Recipients of the award are
recognized for their academic
achievements, leadership accomplishments and engagements in community service.
________________________
Dollars & Sense magazine
was awarded two top journalism prizes, one for its praiseworthy reporting from Cuba in
2015 and one for overall excellence. The publication’s Cuba
in 2015: Entrepreneurism on the
Rise was named Best Student
Business Journalism of 2015 by
the Society of American Business Editors and Writers, the
first Best in Business prize that
the magazine has received from
the organization. Along with that
award, which will be received in
May, Dollars & Sense was also
awarded the Silver Crown from
the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association for its exceptional
online writing in 2015.
________________________
CUNY is joining forces with
Cornell Tech and Verizon Communications to launch a new
tech education initiative targeted towards young women in
undergraduate and graduate degree pipelines. The initiative, entitled Women in Technology and
Entrepreneurship in New York,
serves to increase the number of
women working in technologyrelated fields. The goal of the
program is to support the success of women in the industry.
________________________
A renowned neurogeneticist
from Baylor College of Medicine
will be this year’s Louis LevineGabriella de Beer lecturer. Dr.
Huda Y. Zoghbi will present
her talk, The Story of Rhett Syndrome and the Insight it Provides
into Neuropsychiatric Disorders
at CCNY on April 7. Zoghbi is
widely known for her multitude
of seminal discoveries in neurological disease research. She is
also the founding director of the
Jan and Dan Duncan Neurological Research Institute at Texas
Children’s Hospital. The aim of
these annual lectures is to perpetuate the lifelong interest in
genetics held by Louis Levine,
a former City College professor.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The women acknowledged that
in the age of globalization, international experience is important
both in and out of a workplace
environment.
“It is the best investment you
can make in your own future,” Kennedy said of studying abroad. “It
certainly is critical to solving the
global challenges that we face. No
one nation can solve these [challenges] alone, and there is nothing more important right now than
people who can work with people
for other countries, who have an
understanding of different cultural
traditions, and heritages and problem solving techniques, and I think
those are really what you get when
you study abroad.”
Ryan advised students present at the panel to take advantage
of government study abroad programs and grants, including the
Fulbright Scholarship, the Gilman Scholarship and the Critical Language Scholarship. For
faculty, she recommended building relationships with professors
in other countries and organizing international partnerships.
In this way, faculty may be better
equipped to conduct international
projects and even overseas trips
and experiences.
“In the United States, if we
don’t take the opportunity to look
beyond our borders, we don’t really understand that there are
other cultures and ideas out there,
and ways of life. I think it’s really
important that we as a country
understand that, for the future of
our country,” Ryan explained. “For
students [studying abroad] does
nothing but enhance you in terms
of your long-term goals.”
Both women advised keeping an open mind while traveling
abroad, allowing for connections

COURTESY OF CUNYNEWSWIRE

Caroline Kennedy, Evan Ryan and CUNY Provost Vita Rabinowitz pose for a photo at the study abroad event.
with others and opportunities for
chance. A reluctance to engage
with a host country’s people and
culture, as well as not committing
to using the country’s language,
were agreed upon as big mistakes.
CUNY students Latoya Bethune
and William Tsuda were also at
the panel to speak about how their
own recent study abroad experiences had impacted their lives.
Tsuda, a liberal arts major with a
focus in Japanese study at LaGuardia Community College, spent the
summer of 2015 studying in Japan.
While saying that language acquisition was a huge benefit from his
time in Japan, he also noted that he
made more friends there than anticipated.
“I didn’t go there thinking that
I would make so many friends, or
meet my family even. But I created
so many friendships there that last
up until now and probably well
into the future. And on top of that
I was able to reconnect with my

family that I’ve never met before.”
Studying abroad can also dispel
some common misconceptions
about other countries, as Tsuda
pointed out. “Before you study
abroad, you think everything’s going to be perfect, like Japan is an
amazing country, and it is. But it’s
also a place. It has problems, it is
not perfect. The culture is very different and you just learn about it on
the way,” said Tsuda.
Bethune, a philosophy and human rights major at Hunter College, studied in Tanzania during
the summer of 2015. Although
many students believe that they
will not be able to afford studying
overseas, Bethune challenged the
notion. Before studying abroad,
she held the common misconception that going abroad was too expensive to be feasible.
“It is [expensive], but there
are definitely ways to combat the
price,” said Bethune.
She also mentioned the difficul-

ties of becoming acquainted with
a new environment, and how that
may affect some potential candidates for studying abroad. “My biggest challenge was adjusting to this
new landscape [in Tanzania] because in New York specifically I’m
used to tall buildings and things
like that so it was a bit overwhelming to just see flat land.”
Nora Hristova, a Baruch College undergraduate, was another
study abroad student at the event.
Majoring in international business,
Hristova studied in Hong Kong
through the Gilman Scholarship.
She spoke on how studying abroad
is an exchange in both directions,
allowing the student to recognize
not only their host culture, but
also the quirks of the culture they
originate from.
“Going to Asia, I learned a lot
about their culture, as well as our
culture as Americans, because
when you go there you’re the only
foreigner, so it’s a strange feeling.”

Baruch celebrates women’s accomplishments in March
BY ZOË REDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Women’s History Month is
coming to an end as spring is coming into full swing. Baruch has
been celebrating women and all
of their accomplishments for the
past month, with a myriad of different panels, interactive seminars
and movie screenings encompassing the strengths and accomplishments of women worldwide.
Many different Baruch organizations came together to help cosponsor all of the various events,
including USG, Model UN, Lexicon, WBMB, Sigma Alpha Delta
Honor Society, the Hillel and the
Office of Student Life.
The Women’s History Month
Committee, filled with both students and administrators, helped
plan events and contact successful women speakers. Veronica Mena, a Baruch student and
committee member, explained
her motivations behind joining
the committee.
“I believe that having events
for any minority is important because minority misrepresentation
in general is still so huge today. If it
was not an issue then we wouldn’t
need to have a history month
for it.” Mena acknowledged that
women are often overlooked as a
minority today. Since the plight of
women’s suffrage is long behind
us, many forget that women have,
and still do, face many injustices in
today’s society.
Understanding that women
can face struggles, even in our progressive world today, is necessary
in being educated about the dynamic role they play in and out of
the workforce.
Many female college students
are still navigating their way
through classes, along with their
role within their communities.

BIANCA MONTEIRO | THE TICKER

Panelists at the Pearls of Wisdom event discuss how to succeed as a female professional working in a corporate environment
When asked if she thought
women faced more struggles
in the working world, Mena responded, “The best and most simple answer to give is the wage gap
along with the glass ceiling that
women have to face. I think, predominantly in business, that it is a
male-dominated field.... I do think
that it is a shame that women have
yet to be able to achieve equal pay
since it is 2016 and all.”
Although it seems to be a pessimistic view, it is one that is all too
true. According to Mena, women
will not allow this to hold them
back. “Women are paving their
own way every day,” she said. This
assurance is evident through the
successful female speakers the
committee highlighted throughout WHM.
Last week, there were multiple
panels led by successful women
in business, including the Hil-

lel’s Women’s Power Lunch. This
lunch featured Larisa Rangini,
Michelle Levine, Elle Kaplan and
Fran Hauser, who held careers
from all industries, including law,
technology and venture capital.
The women spoke about the
struggles they had as women
in the workforce and how they
overcame them.
When first navigating her way
through her career in venture
capital, Hauser spoke about how
her first career working for fashion
and lifestyle magazines gave her
a confident edge. She was used to
working with only women in that
field, so when she switched to venture capital she did not even realize that it may be deemed “weird”
for women to be moving up
the ranks.
According to Hauser, only 4
percent of women are in venture
capital, which can be discourag-

ing for females who want to delve
into that field. She told the audience to not doubt a woman,
but instead embrace the unique
perspective they can bring to a
male-dominated field.
“If there were only men on an
investment team, a lot of new ventures would never happen,” added
Hauser. This can be said for companies like HelloGiggles, a successful multimedia community
for women, which almost was not
backed because there were only
men on the investment team.
Larissa Rangini, a Baruch College alum, spoke about her entering the corporate world for the
first time.
“I was the only female in a
room of men. I eventually started
imitating male behavior to fit in,
even dressing more masculine at
some point in order to be taken
more seriously,” said Rangini.
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Joint rally stresses need for Cuomo’s budget to fully fund CUNY
CUNY student government presidents and elected student leaders gather in the 25th Street Plaza to speak out against Gov. Cuomo’s proposed $485 million budget cut
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The turnout featured a wide array of student representatives who
voiced the concerns of those affected by the budget, which has a
deadline of April 1 (after presstime).
Among the speakers were international students, students with children, and others from the Bronx,
Brooklyn, Manhattan and Queens.
“Because I am a single mother, I
know what it is like to work two jobs
for 40 hours, come home at 11:00
at night and then go to school on
weekends,” said Hostos Community College Senator Sayonara Diaz,
who represents 7,500 students in
the South Bronx. “I could not [work
two jobs] because my daughter said
‘mommy, why aren’t you here with
me?’ I have to take that priority of
spending time with her and take
one job only ... Mr. Cuomo, if you
increase tuition, I might have to go
back getting two jobs, full time jobs,
pay for tuition, and not be home
with my daughter during the weekend. I would like for you [Cuomo]
to step down and think of one of us,
put yourself in my situation…”
Representatives
interlaced
chants of “CUNY for the people”
with each speech, while holding
signs that read “increase public
funding, not tuition” and “invest

in public higher education,”among
others.
Overcrowded classrooms, contracts for faculty and the risk of
CUNY becoming a private institution were some of the most touted
issues brought up during the conference.
“When a university is divided
and you give the governor and the
legislators mixed messages, it is
harder for them to make a decision,
especially when we [CUNY’s student governments] are unified. We
have passed multiple resolutions
as a university saying we all support
this tuition freeze and we are calling on the governor and the state
legislature to invest more in public
higher education. It is very important that we continue to keep true
to our message,” explained Daniel
Dornbaum, vice president of legislative affairs for Baruch’s USG and
one of the event’s few non-president
speakers.
“You look at SUNY and they recently switched their message from
saying ‘we support a tuition increase’ to ‘well if the state puts some
funds into us we are for a tuition
freeze.’ That is the complete reverse
of what they had been saying for
months and months. We have very
much stuck true to our original message, which is [calling for] a tuition

freeze. It is very important that we
continue to stay unified so that the
legislature know that we are very
serious about this and that the only
way to satisfy all of CUNY is to freeze
tuition,” added Dornbaum.
According to The New York
Times, Jim Malatras, director of state
operations has said that the $1.6 billion in aid that CUNY receives will
likely not change under the new
budget, however he added that
the planned $485 million cut was a
negotiation tactic for Cuomo.
“The ideal outcome is to ensure freezing the tuition for the
students,.I don’t really have any goal
other than knowing that after these
protests and marches that Cuomo
finally agrees to fully fund CUNY...”
said Hercules Reid, City College of
Technology student government
president.
“[Our greatest challenge has
been] getting the students actually involved. Even though this is
affect-ing every single one of them,
you run into people who do not really care. They don’t care because
they’re not paying it [tuition] or
they feel they don’t have the time,
but once tuition goes up these
are the same people that will be
knocking down the doors saying
‘what happened?’”
Among some of the most re-

“I could not [work two jobs] because my daughter said ‘mommy, why aren’t you here with me?’ I have to
take that priority of spending time with her and take one job only ... Mr. Cuomo, if you increase tuition, I might
have to go back getting two jobs, full time jobs, pay for tuition and not be home with my daughter during the
weekend. I would like for you to step down and think of one of us, put yourself in my situation.”
- Sayonara Diaz, Hostos Community College Senator

CALVIN RONG | THE TICKER

Presidents and senators from some of CUNY’s 24 campuses spoke at the conference
cent efforts advocating for the support of CUNY was an open letter
signed by the leaders CUNY College Foundations and addressed to
Cuomo as well as the state assembly
and senate. The letter, printed in The
New York Times on March 21, called
for Cuomo to see that the stability of
CUNY be prioritized in the budget.
Also in the letter, the authors noted
that the budget uncertainty come
during a year where CUNY has accepted a record number of undergraduate students—275,000—and
with additional 275,000 students
continuing their education.
Similarly, an open letter finalized last week as a collaborative
effort among Dornbaum, Baruch
USG President Annie Sourbis,
members of USS, and others was
signed by CUNY student government presidents and was addressed
to Cuomo and members of the

state legislature.
The letter expressed growing
concern over potential tuition hikes
pricing low-income New Yorkers
out of a relatively accessible university system.
“You have to go at it from all angles. You have to launch your campaign from social media, in person,
in marches, rallies, press conferences, newspaper articles. This was just
another step in the right direction,”
said Dornbaum.
Editor’s Note: Due to an April
1 print deadline, information regarding CUNY tuition could not be
confirmed beyond Albany reporters
tweeting that tuition will be frozen
and that funds for PSC-CUNY were
not secured in a partial bill approval.
A fully passed budget did not happen
upon The Ticker reaching its deadline. Please visit www.theticker.org,
for updates.
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Students should not use spring
break as a time for studying
Those of us who are social enough to have friends outside of the
CUNY system are really tired of browsing through their social media feeds. From trips to Cancun and Europe to enjoying the beaches
of Florida, it seems as though everyone, except CUNY students, is on
spring break.
Instead, students at schools such as Baruch College can look forward to almost an entire month’s worth of classes before they can begin
packing their bags.
Students should not get too excited to work on their tan, as the beginning of finals rapidly approaches.
It is rather hard to enjoy your spring break when you have three finals that are each worth 30 percent of your grade and a group project
to work on.
At this point, it feels as if spring break has gone from being a brief
respite from the troubles and worries of young adulthood and turned
into a weeklong version of Reading Day.
Suitcases and suntan lotion have been replaced with PowerPoint
slides and shoddy notes that were taken while half-asleep. With only
19 days of classes left after the conclusion of spring recess, one begins
to wonder what the point even is. It becomes slightly more preferable
to end the semester early to have more time to begin a disappointing
summer job hunt.
It almost seems as though the power of freedom delivered upon us
in this twisted perversion that could be considered a sacred week for
college students, is solely used to study. There are vain hopes that students would use the time to better prepare for their finals.
A late spring break might be beneficial for students who were playing catch-up all semester, but, for a large majority of students, this may
be their last chance to enjoy the wonders of the season before true
adulthood kicks in. There are very few spring breaks to be found in the
nine to five world.
So while all of your non-CUNY friends are out each night having the
time of their lives and making wonderful memories, try and take it in
strides.
Message the members of your group project and come up with some
concrete plans. Buckle down, hit the books and catch up with all of your
classes now while you still can.
Whether you plan to travel the world or just stay in New York City,
time off can be a limited luxury in this world. Do not take your vacation
time for granted and enjoy it to the fullest. After all, it may not always
be there.

No harm done investing in education
Sean Combs, whose alias “Diddy” serves as a better marker of identification, has initiated the development of the Capital Prep Harlem
Charter School. The school will model after Capital Preparatory Magnet
in Hartford, which boasts high graduation results and high college acceptances. Diddy was principally prompted in the direction of funding
an after school program instead, but he was resolute. Fall 2016 marks
the opening date for Capital Prep. One hundred sixty kids are enrolled
already, and the school will admit one grade with each passing year.
The decision to open up this school came as a surprise, but Diddy
has the money to invest into this cause, money that stems from his career as a magnate of hip-hop. Diddy has enough wealth to be able to
own multiple house, each accompanied by a beautiful seashore. Rather
than spend his money on a new beach house on the coast of Malibu like
Lil Wayne, he chose to open up a school that is expected to maintain a
high-quality education in a lesser-developed region.
If major players have the wealth to spare, then opening up charter schools is a good move. It can only be beneficial for the students, faculty members, and the benefactor, who leaves knowing he
created positive change.

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

Obama’s visit to Cuba sparks debate
Obama’s visit to Cuba should act as a basis that provides substantial, positive changes to human rights

A

fter spending three days
in Cuba, President Barack
Obama departed with the
hope that he will mend the strained
relationship between the United
States and Cuba, and, hopefully,
with all of Latin America. The
President met with Raul Castro, the
current president of Cuba, which
marked the first official government interaction between the United States and Cuba in 88 years.
Obama declared that “This is
a new day—es un nuevo dia—between our two countries.” But during the conference, he had to prod
Castro to answer the reporters’
questions.
Despite Castro’s reluctance to
answer questions posed by journalists regarding the state of his
country’s government affairs, both
Castro and Obama traded insights
and criticisms about their respective countries. The two also seemed
more likely to come to a consensus
to propel the state of each country
into a new age of positive change.
There is still a lot of tension
between the United States and
Cuba. Various human rights groups
have released lists with the names
of people whom Castro imprisoned. These people were on a
roster for participation in demonstrations and public displays of
government disloyalty.
Opponents say that Obama is
acting too hastily, or that he is not
considering the fact that Cuba has
a lot to fix in its approach to human

rights tactics before being able to
better its ties with the United States.
As a major political influence, the
United States can sway Cuban officials to consider other options and
improve its implementation of human rights for Cuban citizens.
Cuban citizens expressed support for Obama’s arrival, hoping
that he would bring some form of
change that emulates basic rights
given to citizens of the United
States. These rights included freedom of speech and general freedom of expression, rights that Cuban citizens feel they do not currently have under Castro’s rule. It is
very hopeful of the Cuban citizens
to expect prominent change to occur so quickly within their own regime. But their own hopes were elevated only because the president
of a highly democratic nation that
boasts constitutional rights paid
them a long-awaited visit.
Obama, unexpectedly, expressed that he did not intend to
push Cuba’s government in any direction stating that the nation was
“sovereign, and the future of Cuba
will be decided by Cubans.”
Although Obama only visited
Cuba to maintain a civil discussion about ethics and government
structure with its president, the
people of Cuba are right to expect
more to happen from the visit itself. Cuba has made strides in its
government structure; Raul is the
younger brother of Fidel Castro,
and Cuba operates under a better

regime than it did during the reign
of the latter. But there are still many
strides that should be taken. Citizens of a nation should never be
imprisoned or criticized for trying
to promote basic human rights.
The United States is special in its
approach to government; it raises
its citizens to believe that certain
conditions should be given to its
people in an effort to establish justice and equality. Why should they
refrain from believing and supporting anything else?
These rights foster a government that is inclusive of all people
in as fair a way as possible. The
United States holds the power to
influence other nations that may
not have rulers who support these
basic, human principles.
It is very admirable that Obama
took a step to hold a civil discussion with the president of Cuba, but
more should stem from this discussion. Awareness, as powerful a tool
it may be, is not always enough
to reform a nation of its difficulties. From this discussion, however, awareness is the first step that
can institute positive change as a
feasible option for Cuba.
Thanks to this visit, Castro
seemed more intrigued by the possibility of establishing better relations with the United States, which,
in due time, makes change in Cuba
all the more attainable.
-Yelena Dzhanova
English ’19

Scavengers unfairly facing harassment
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ecycling has been drilled
into our heads by the Department
of
Sanitation
for years. It has become a topic
kids learn about as early as the
second grade.
Adults who are caught putting
recyclables in with their regular
garbage can face large fines ranging from a $25 first notice to $500
for four or more offenses within
six months.
So when sanitation officers
come to collect, one would think
they would get a good haul of
recyclables.
The very idea is comical to New
Yorkers. Scavengers, whether they
be homeless people looking for
extra money or just people in the
lower class trying to make ends
meet, are constantly present on
the streets with their overflowing
carts of cans and bottles. Recycling
them for a few extra cents is part
of their life.
But maybe not anymore. A video released by the DOS highlights

scavenging as a crime because they
remove the “most valuable recyclables.” The voiceover goes on to
state that the DOS does not want to
be perceived as bullies, but that the
more “sophisticated mob of scavenger collectives” are hurting the
recycling program. While they do
not want to be seen as the bad guys,
they are doing a spectacular job at
just that.
Our streets are often overfilled
with garbage on days when the
sanitation workers are late. Sometimes, they do not even come
that day or the next, leaving the
streets with that rotting and decaying odor. It is a reality we have
all experienced.
Whether this is due to the need
for more sanitation workers or just
bad organization, it is still annoying. So when a scavenger comes
around to lessen some of the garbage that has been sitting in front of
our homes, most of us turn a blind
eye. Why should we take their livelihood away from them when they

are doing us a favor?
The money made from recycling
our garbage is a financial staple
for the lone scavengers, which is
why the city has been reluctant to
really go after them, instead of trying to nab more organized groups
of “thieves.”
The DOS is still pushing hard
for action to be taken, though. But
what if there is a way to compromise so that both the DOS and the
scavengers get what they want?
If the DOS takes over the various
recycling centers people go to, they
can still track the amounts being
recycled. This way, they get their
data and the people get their money. They could even offer a monetary reward for those who collect a certain amount in a specific
time period.
There are answers to this problem that do not include hurting
anyone.
-Jessica Kraker
English ’18
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Faith does not cause terror US deserves either Trump or Sanders
THE POLITICKER

Suggestions that a specific religion is to blame for attacks are unfair

A

s the Islamic State group increases the frequency of its
attacks in Europe and Asia,
the government is quick to promise that those responsible will be
punished severely. Donald Trump
and Ted Cruz seem to believe that
Muslims are the sole group responsible for terror attacks, proposing that Muslim communities should be monitored or that
Muslims should be banned from
entering the country altogether.
This behavior falsely puts the
blame on Muslims. The only thing
that the candidates are right about
is the fact that it is impossible to
predict who becomes radicalized.
If we were to follow their logic, the
government would have to monitor the entire world.
According to “ISIS in the West,”
a report published on New America, 4,500 Westerners made the trip
to the Middle East to join IS and
other militant groups.
Of the 475 cases studied in the
report, only a third had any previous ties to jihad. Most of these
people were lured into joining IS
through social media accounts
and propaganda. An “unprecedented number” of them were
women, of whom the average age
was 24. Within those who become
radicalized and commit terrorist
attacks, there are no similarities in
their lifestyles.
On one side are the people who
lead seemingly normal lives before
committing an attack, who, like
the San Bernardino shooters, had
children and full-time jobs.
Then there are people like Abdelhamid Abaaoud, who were
known to have ties to terrorism
and spent time in jail but were still
allowed to walk free.
In truth, radicalization affects
all nationalities, with no regard to

gender or socioeconomic status.
As a recent New York Times
article pointed out, the government spent millions of dollars on
researching the causes behind an
individual’s decision to turn to terrorism. The researchers soon realized that each new terrorist attack
provided new variables to study,
but the large sample size did not
produce a single common trait.
There was also no link found
between terrorism and economic
troubles or education. Because no
actual answers could be found by
scientists, politicians often make
up their own solutions in hopes
of gaining political support. These
situations are particularly popular during times when people are
afraid of being targets of an attack,
such as after the recent attacks in
Paris and Brussels.
Donald Trump or Ted Cruz
should not blame these attacks on
the entire Muslim population as
if it would solve all the problems.
With this amount of inconclusive
research, the only certainty is that
there is no specific religion that is
to be blamed for terrorism.
Suggesting that we should ban
or monitor these groups is a sign of
fear, and President Barack Obama
may be right to say that fear allows
the terrorists to win. It is impossible to predict who becomes radicalized, and it is just as impossible
to lead a life filled with fear that a
neighbor may become radicalized.
Like any other European citizens, Muslims mourn for the losses of the men, women and children who were killed or injured
by the recent attacks. Why should
they, as a group, be blamed for
what happened?
-Maria Markowicz
Business Journalism ‘18

STEPHEN ELLIOTT

I

t is easy, albeit reductive, to
suggest that the United States
is a superpower in decline. The
2008 financial crisis, and certainly
the looming threat of the next,
colors the rhetoric of our politics.
We are certainly doomed, we are
no longer great, we are weak and
fragile. It is an environment of chaos and flux in which bullheaded
opinions prevail: Donald Trump
has made a campaign of making
us great again, while Bernie Sanders wants to reestablish a “broken”
safety net. Their campaigns, and
by proxy their supporters, emphasize the need to be saved.
The apocalyptic lexicon with
which our election is framed is a
reflection of a fundamental misunderstanding of the way a state
functions. We can look to France
as an example of a nation, once
a great power, in true decline.
Their stagnant economy is mired
by an entitlement system with no
leash, outlandish taxes that stifle
innovation and a 10 percent unemployment rate that threatens
those who can still retain a job. It
can be argued that their anxieties are projected upon foreigners,
specifically Muslims, as means to
cope with their self destruction. In
turn, France has become a prime
target for extremism and terrorism. That is not to say that France
is to blame for their recent attacks,
intelligence failures notwithstand-

ing, but that the French society’s
response to extremism is a deflection of responsibility. France is not
suffering because of immigration,
or because of the Euro, or even
because of the bailouts to Greece
or Spain. France is bleeding from
their jugular, but instead of plugging the wound, they are asking for
pain relievers.
Their welfare state truly meets
the definition of it—their labor
market is segmented into permanent, nearly untouchable jobs
with generous pensions and temporary, insecure employment.
There is little significant difference between the average income
and average pension received per
diem. Such a policy has ravaged
the labor market, demand and,
ultimately, growth.
France’s tale is a chilling allegory of what the United States
can become should its sentiments
and its representatives remain
unchecked. It is easy to see why
Donald Trump represents such a
feeling, but even the “genuine candidate” Bernie is not innocent of
such a classification. Tapping into
the spirit of the electorate is the job
of a candidate, but this sentiment
is as toxic to the future of the United States as the persistent threat
of terrorism. Such feelings beget
drastic measures for satisfaction,
especially on the heels of crisis. But
it is drastic measures, like a wall at
the border or single payer healthcare, without respect to economic
viability or consequences, that
nailed shut France’s coffin. The
United State certainly has a wealth
of issues to resolve, but there is
virtue in a moderate approach. In
such fickle times, with another recession looming, the appropriate
doomsday response would be a rational, calculated diagnosis.
The United States suffers from
a demand problem: its people nei-

ther spend nor produce enough
to offset it. Inflationary expectations are stagnant, interest rates
are approaching the zero-lower
bound and some might argue that
a liquidity trap is inevitable. The
pedagogy of Reagan, and a nationwide obsession with his virtue of
supply-side economics, has only
helped these problems persist.
No amount of tax breaks or business incentives seems to make the
needle move. But the populist candidates speak to that fundamental
misunderstanding and prey on it.
Renegotiating trade deals, whatever that entails, will not induce
demand. Bringing “jobs back to
America” does not treat wealth inequality. Neither does a reformed
healthcare system or free education. There are unseen costs associated with each of these policies,
and though a presidency does not
necessitate the institution of these
platforms, that the will for action
revolves around them suggests a
pissed off populace will not settle
for anything less.
If total economic reformation
and fundamental reworking is
what we desire, then we deserve a
Trump or a Bernie. If utter decline
is our ultimate goal, we ought to
make the most of the flux. While
each idea has merits in and of
themselves, it is not the time for
their implementation. The fantasies of either sect of followers are
the painless routes, much like the
painless routes that France has
taken to obscure its fundamental
problems. Though the situations
are different, the fundamental
problems are the same. The United States’ central bank, paired
with immense bailouts, has seriously stunted demand and the
propositions of Trump and Sanders do not target this problem.
If decline is what we desire, we
deserve a Trump.

Fantasy sports do not require regulation US evading refugee duty
Eric Schneiderman equates fantasy sports with gambling, even though the two activities differ hugely

Terror attacks in Belgium only contribute to the refusal of refugees

N

B

ew York Attorney General
Eric Schneiderman is taking daily fantasy sport sites,
such as FanDuel and DraftKings,
to court because according to him,
they practice “illegal gambling.”
This is ridiculous. Let us acknowledge the fact that New York is truly
becoming a nanny-state.
Many sports fanatics enjoy contributing to and playing year-long
fantasy sports.
There is joy in reuniting with
friends over a season-long competition, watching games together
and arguing over whose team will
triumph; it is a beloved tradition
that has become a part of American sports culture.
But that is not the problem. The
problem is that the government
is attempting to regulate the way
American citizens are spending
their money. Government officials
seem to be working toward including fantasy sports in the same category as gambling, even though the
two activities distinctly differ from
each other.
There is a very clear way that
fantasy sports work. Daily fantasy
sports sites do not require contributors or players to commit to a
whole season.
Sports fanatics can draft players on game night, put money
down for that single match, and
then walk away with the hope that
they have more money in their
pockets than they had before the
games started.
Schneiderman is trying to make
the case in court that DFS constitutes “illegal gambling” because it
does not involve skill, like seasonlong fantasy sports do.
In part he argues that DFS
games rely mostly on luck, because
they are dependent on many outside factors, such as player injuries

and inclement weather. Meanwhile, the sites argue that in addition to luck, you also need skill to
win, so it should not be regarded
as gambling.
Now backed into a corner,
the sites have agreed to hold off
on operations in New York State
until their official court date
in September.
This will result in huge monetary losses for the companies.
With this decision, there are innumerous sports games that could
be gambled on and could generate revenue from now to September. In case readers are not versed
in sports, I can safely assume at
the top of my head that there will
be hundreds of different sports
games from now to September,
resulting in huge amounts of monetary losses in New York State for
the companies.
This decision, however, not
only impacts the companies. It impacts citizens as well.
With this direction, the government of New York State has
sent the message that it does not
trust its citizens to make their own
decisions.
I have played DFS games before
and I have lost small amounts of
money. But I have also won small
amounts of money, too. I knew the
risk. I thought that I could win big,
and I did not win as much as I had
hoped to. What happened to letting people do what they wanted
with their own money?
It is ludicrous for New York
State to assume that a person
who lost money through gambling would be an advocate of dissembling a whole company and a
whole market.
Sure, for the sake of the argument, let us concede it actually is gambling. So what? One

works hard for that money, and
one should be able to spend that
money as ones sees fit, as long as
nobody gets hurt and no force is
applied in the process. I did not
know that the job of society or the
job of government was to protect
people from having safe fun that
does not hurt anyone else. Since
it is my money, I should also be
given free reign to determine my
own choices.
The government cannot tell me
or anyone else what is good, fun or
safe.
This decision on the part of
Schneiderman was an attempt to
control and tax citizens. Assemblyman J. Gary Pretlow, a Democrat representing the 89th district,
is chairman of the Committee on
Racing and Wagering, and has
said legislators will move to legalize daily fantasy sports, but added
that the legislation will also involve
licensing and taxes.
Gambling is a voluntary action,
and DFS games are voluntary contracts between groups of people
and companies, who all know
what they are getting into.
If someone has a gambling
problem, the answer is not to ban
gambling. People can be addicted
to anything, including food, technology, sex, cigarettes, alcohol
and, yes, gambling. And yet we
do not ban food, technology, sex,
cigarettes or alcohol just because
there is a risk of addiction. Instead
we prompt the individual to seek
treatment for picking up the bad
habit, not the opposite. And that
should hold true for gambling,
as well.
It is time we tell New York State
to stop babying its citizens.
-Andrew Windsor
Pol. Sci. ’19

elgium’s Bruxelles-National
Airport and Metro have
slammed the door shut
on fleeing refugees in search of
a safe haven in Europe. Even the
capture of Salah Abdeslam a few
days before could not stop Belgian
authorities from worrying that another attack by the Islamic State
group was in the wings.
The tragedy in Brussels, besides
exposing the glaring shortcomings
of the Belgian security apparatus,
snatched the European Union out
of an overwhelming refugee crisis
that tore at the weave of a united
Europe of 27 countries. It tore the
EU out of its exhaustion of trying
to deal with the millions pouring
through its borders.
Borders were locked down. Angela Merkel snatched the welcome
mat from the front door. She negotiated a bargain with the Turkish
government to accept the return of
refugees from Greece for 3 billion
euros and promises of reconsidering Ankara’s desire to join the EU.
The forcible removal of refugees has turned the tap of asylum
seekers into a trickle, although it
will not stop others from trying to
filter clandestinely into Europe.
The surge of refugees, even before the tragedy in Brussels, had
shifted and hardened immigration
policies in the more liberal Sweden and Finland. There, headlines
spoke of the expulsion of 70,000
and 80,000 refugees respectively,
owing to the strain they were putting on the countries’ social fabric.
Catholic Poland announced
that it would not accept the Syrian and Iraqi Christians as promised.The influx of these refugees
aroused the sleeping snakes of
hard right-wing thinking. These
parties had revived a vocabulary
that was thought to have been de-

feated in World War II. Countries
within the EU will have to absorb
the refugees that already reached
their borders. The United States,
however, could easily absorb 3
million refugees. Its foreign wars
in Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan are
responsible for these refugees fleeing their countries.
Merely saying this raises political hackles, especially among the
Republican candidates running
for president. They beat loudly the
drums for harsh measures against
American Muslims and curbing
the immigration of others. Hillary
Clinton and Bernie Sanders are
more circumspect on the matter
for they want a Democrat sworn in
as president in Jan. 2017.
So Emma Lazarus’s words
etched in stone at the base of the
Statue of Liberty, “give me your
tired, your poor, you huddled
masses yearning to free,” shall forever remain silent on granite lips.
The United States is running
an anti-Muslim fever. The Boston
Marathon and the more recent San
Bernardino attacks have added to
feed chronic outbursts of hysteria and petty virtuous fogging by
elected officials and those running
for office. Nevertheless the irony
cannot be made clearer: Muslims
in the the United States are better
assimilated into everyday life than
Muslims in Belgium or France.
And yet, in the United States,
demagoguery fits the cut of politics. So in the end the Muslim
refugees are not welcome here,
and not more or less than they
are in Europe. No matter how
we approach the matter, the outcome has diminished one as it did
the other.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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Business
City College alumni, co-founder and CEO of Intel, dies at age 79
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Andrew Stephen Grove, the former CEO and Chairman of Intel,
passed away on March 21, 2016, at
the age of 79. The company has not
released any information regarding
the cause of his death.
According to Encyclopaedia
Britannica, Grove was born on Sep.
2, 1936, in Budapest, Hungary. He
survived the Nazi occupation despite his Jewish heritage, and lived
through the Soviet Union’s suppression of the Hungarian revolt
in 1956. During this time, Grove’s
family immigrated to the United
States. There, he anglicized his
name and settled in New York City.
“[Grove’s] character traits are
emblematic of this amazing century: a paranoia bred from his having been a refugee from the Nazis
and then the Communists; an entrepreneurial optimism instilled as
an immigrant to a land brimming
with freedom and opportunity; and
a sharpness tinged with arrogance
that comes from being a brilliant
mind on the front line of a revolution,” Time wrote after picking
Grove as its 1997 Man of the Year.
Grove attended the City College of New York and earned a degree in chemical engineering in
1960. He went on to get a Ph.D. in
the same degree from University of
California, Berkeley.
Prior to working for Intel, Grove
spent four years working at Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation,
a company that deals with electronics. It is one of the first companies to manufacture the transistor,
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The Hungarian-born businessman left his home country at the age of 20, eventually making it to the United States in 1957.
a device that controls electrical
signals and integrated circuits,
which are also known as chips.
When Grove joined Intel in 1968,
the company was still in its early
stages. The only other two employees were the company’s founders,
Gordon Moore and Robert Noyce.
“If Intel were going to be
managed—and if it were not it
was doomed—the responsibility
flowed down to [Grove],” Richard
S. Tedlow, author of Grove’s biography titled, The Life and Times
of an American, explained in an
interview. “Grove knew nothing
about managing a business and,
in his own words, ‘I was scared to
death. It was terrifying. I literally
had nightmares. I was supposed to
be the director of engineering, but
there were so few of us that they

made me director of operations.’”
Three years after the company’s inception, Intel managed to
produce the first microprocessor.
The microchip that the company
produced in 1978 was used by the
International Business Machines
Corporation in its first PC.
Under his tenure as the company’s president and CEO, Grove
managed to expand the popularity
of Intel microprocessors, which, by
the late 1980s, could be found in 85
percent of the world’s PCs.
“Andy made the impossible happen, time and again, and inspired
generations of technologies, entrepreneurs and business leaders,” Intel’s current CEO, Brian Krzanich,
said. Grove spent 37 years with the
company before stepping down
from his position as Chairman of

the Board in 2005.
In his free time, Grove was
an author. His two most popular
books centered on his experience
with Intel.
In High Output Management,
which was published in 1995,
Grove discussed the importance of
management in building and running a business. Only the Paranoid
Survive: How to Exploit the Crisis
Points That Challenge Every Company was released in 1999.
The book focused on dealing
with big changes within a business, which he referred to as “Strategic Inflection Points.” Rather
than simply adjusting to change,
Grove informed the reader of how
these changes could be used to a
business’s benefit.
He also wrote a memorable es-

say titled, How America Can Create Jobs, which was published on
Bloomberg. In this 2010 piece,
Grove expressed a well-known
but often ignored opinion that the
Silicon Valley is no longer producing startups that “scale up”
in the United States. Instead, he
proposed that new businesses
prefer to come up with a strategy to get cheap labor elsewhere.
For example, he highlighted that
“manufacturing employment in
the U.S. computer industry is about
166,000, lower than it was before the first PC … was assembled
in 1975.”
In comparison, the number of
manufacturing employees in Asia
stood at 1.5 million. The region’s
largest company, Foxconn, earned
revenues of $62 billion in 2009 and
$132.5 billion in 2014. When the essay was written, Foxconn was producing some of the most popular
products used in the United States,
including iPhones, Intel motherboards and Xbox 360 consoles.
Grove was also eager to spend
his wealth on worthy causes. After
being diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease, he donated to the cause
and urged professions to research
the disease. He also contributed
$26 million to create City College of New York’s Grove School
of Engineering.
“Grove is a magnetic man,”
Tedlow highlighted in the interview. “It is impossible … to have
spent as much time with him as
I did and have immersed himself
as completely as I did in this project without developing feelings of
admiration and affection.”

IPhone SE provides customers smaller, efficient smartphone option
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Under the headline, “A big step
for small,” Apple has announced a
new line of smaller, more affordable phones to its repertoire: the
iPhone SE (Special Edition), which
will be available in stores beginning
March 21.
In a statement released by Tim
Cook, the Apple CEO noted that
the iPhone SE is yet another demonstration of how the company is
“always pushing forward and innovating” by remaking some of its
best-selling models to attract new
Apple customers.
According to Cook, “Many,
many customers have asked for [a
phone with properties like that of
the SE] and I think they’re going to
love it.”
Breaking away from the iPhone
6s, which is priced at $549 with
dimensions of 5.44 inches by 2.64
inches, and weighs 4.55 ounces, the
iPhone SE is notably smaller. Set at
4.87 inches by 2.41 inches, and 3.99
ounces in weight, the iPhone SE is
approximately 10 percent shorter
and 12 percent narrower than the
6s. The starting price of the SE is
also significantly lower at $399 for
16 GB.
Despite its smaller size, the
iPhone SE boasts computing qualities similar to its predecessor, the
iPhone 6s. The special edition
phone hosts the same amount of
pixel density and RAM.
It also uses the same A9 chip.
Additionally, the phone’s 4-inch
retina display preaches the same
screen quality as that of the 6 and
6s, and the iSight camera, notable
for taking Live Photos, remains at
12 megapixels.
The tech giant is trying to appeal to both first-time phone buyers as well as Apple consumers who
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The new iPhone Special Edition is about the same size as the iPhone 5, but has the processing capabilities of the iPhone 6s.
were not interested in the supersized screens offered by the 6 and
6s models. By offering a smaller
and cheaper model that features
the characterizing qualities of the
iPhones before it, Apple is trying
to present an image of accessibility
and affordability.
Nabila Khan, a junior in Baruch
College’s Zicklin School of Business, has been an Apple customer
for years. When asked about her
feelings about the latest iPhone,
she was enthusiastic to say that she
had pre-ordered the phone weeks
in advance. Khan stated, “I was
really excited when the iPhone 6s

came out, but when I tried to fit it
in my pocket, it didn’t exactly work.
I really liked the phone though,
and all of its features, which is why
I didn’t complain too much. It’s
pretty much like Apple answered
my prayers with this new phone.
They’re giving loyal customers
the same thing as before, just in a
smaller size, which I think is better. So yes, I’m looking forward
to getting it.”
With respect to wireless Internet
connection, the SE presents up to
19 LTE as well as 150 mega bytes
over LTE and up to 433 megabytes
over Wi-Fi.

Senior Anna Cohen, who is
planning on purchasing a rose
gold-colored SE, similar to the 5s
she has now, has been long awaiting a faster Internet connection
from a phone closer in size to
the one she has now. She stated,
“I wasn’t really a fan of a bigger
phone, so I kept my upgrade hoping that something like the SE
would come around, and I’m really glad I did. My brother has the
iPhone 6 and he’s really happy with
the Internet speed, so I think I will
be too, especially if it’s pretty much
the same.”
Another important factor that

Apple’s CEO is trying to remind
Apple buyers about, new and old,
is the security that the company
promises to its customers, especially amid the FBI-Apple scandal.
At the conference in which
Cook first introduced the iPhone
SE, the CEO began his address by
reassuring Apple’s dedication to
security. “We believe that we have
a responsibility to help you protect
your data and protect your privacy,” he said. “We owe it to our customers and we owe it to our country.” Cook continued to say that,
security is “an issue that impacts all
of us, and we will not shrink from
this responsibility.”
Customers are given the opportunity to continuously update
their phones to new versions of
iOS as Apple hopes to continuously
install new safety precautions into
their software.
When asked about security,
Khan explained that she is looking
for features like Touch ID in her
new phone, saying, “I am happy
with both entering security codes
and the finger screening and hope
that Apple continues with updates
in the new phone. Obviously now,
Apple is cracking down on security
with the whole FBI thing that’s going on. I’m glad to know that the
company is taking it seriously because it really does matter.”
On the iPhone SE’s page on
Apple’s website, the tech giant regards the model as “the most powerful 4-inch display,” noting that “to
create it, [Apple] started with a beloved design and reinvented it from
the inside and out.”
The result of this reinvention is
“an iPhone that looks small but lives
large.” In its late March release, Apple fans will be sure to voice whether or not the new phone can fit all of
the company’s expectations into its
smaller screen.
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Anthony Menendez talks Halliburton, takes part in Ethics Week
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
Halliburton, which is one of the
world’s largest oil services, companies, was publishing its revenue
before generating sales and charging its customers particularly high
prices for the equipment/machinery it was responsible for. None of
the company’s operations were disclosed to the SEC, shareholders or
investors. In fact, the same year in
which Menendez joined Halliburton, the company was moving forth
from a two-year investigation with
the SEC.
After acknowledging the disfiguration in numbers that he knew
was overlooked, Menendez filed a
confidential complaint to the SEC,
citing Halliburton’s practices were
“distort[ing] key financial rations
and keep[ing] assets and liabilities off of the company’s books.”
Menendez also included how
KPMG, Halliburton’s external auditor, also worked in violation of the
GAAP and GAAS by not disclosing
any of Halliburton’s infractions and
seemingly “downplay[ed] Halliburton’s inexcusable accounting and
control failures.”
Once the complaint was filed,
there seemed not to be any further
progress on this case. Because of
this, Menendez decided to take action once again and this time, sent,
in confidence, a memo to the audit
committee of Halliburton’s board
of directors regarding the problem.
However, as Menendez described
in his recollection, the email he
had sent was not in confidence. Instead, it reached the Halliburton legal department as well as the board
committee. The SEC once again
commenced investigation on the
company, and Menendez would
be under scrutiny for the next nine
years of his life.
In recounting the repercussions
of his whistleblowing, Menendez
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In 2010, the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act was passed, which oﬀers protection to whistleblowers.
was in “isolation” at the firm. Although he had not lost his position
at Halliburton, he was excluded
from company responsibilities. He
explained that even close friends
of his “wouldn’t even set foot in
[his] office. No one called [him] or
emailed [him]” once he was framed
as the company whistleblower.
Eventually, Menendez resigned
from his position, explaining that
his situation at Halliburton during
this time was “terrible,” and he was
without another choice.
According to Menendez, the
only investigation that had been
done during this time was the internal one conducted by Halliburton itself. As he explained in his
speech, the thought that “politics
might run [him] over” throughout the case came true when the

investigation was cleared and the
SEC released the statement that it
would not take any action against
Halliburton in the case.
In explaining his story, Menendez many times referenced the
parallels to his with that of Enron,
the notorious scandal the executive board of the energy company
faced in 2001. Sherron Watkins explained her role as a whistleblower
in the Enron case, the same way
in which Menendez did in his. In
fact, Menendez sought legal advice
from the attorney who represented
Watkins in the trial, Philip Hilder,
but Hilder dropped himself from
the case due to his belief that there
were seemingly absent “prospects
of prevailing.”
From 2006 to 2008, Menendez
found himself in and out of courts

with attorney Joe Ahmad, suing for
non compensatory purposes, but
rather, for his position back and the
refurbishment of his reputation.
In the trial, close to three years after the email was sent, the judge
ruled in favor of Halliburton, citing
in his decision the reasonability of
Menendez’s case, and explaining
that, “It is not unreasonable that
[Halliburton employees] would be
reticent to communicate with him
about the topics being investigated.
That reluctance was not retaliation
for whistle blowing, but recognition of complainant’s role as an
SEC agent.”
Menendez, however, did not
give up and continued to appeal
the court’s decision incessantly,
beginning in 2008. Although cited
by Halliburton to have been a very

“black or white” employee, Menendez had no problem with persistently fighting for what he believed
to be ethical. He explained that
“team is important,” but “in a huddle there is no debate. The quarterback is like, ‘do this.’” He pushed
forth, and in the end, it paid off.
The appeals court ruled in favor of
Menendez in an 8-7 decision, and
in November of 2014, he was vindicated. The case that had persisted
for so long finally came to a close.
Following his trial, reforms
were made with regards to whistleblowers. In 2010, President Barack
Obama passed the Dodd–Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. This law
established the Whistleblower
Bounty Program, which legally
protects whistleblowers.
According to the Dodd-Frank
Act, the program “expressly prohibits retaliation by employers against
whistleblowers and provides them
with a private cause of action in
the event that they are discharged
or discriminated against by their
employers” Although it came 5
years after his first email, Menendez recognizes it as a big step for
employee protection.
When asked if Menendez would
“blow the whistle again” if given the
chance, the now high-ranking employee of General Motors said that
he would. He stated “I would have
done it again; not as naive, trusting
of folks. I owed it to myself, my profession, especially during that time
with Enron. I owed it to something
bigger than myself.”
For these reasons, Menendez’s viewpoint on the ethics that
are sometimes masked in multibillion dollar companies such as Halliburton, has not only welcomed
him to Baruch for this panel as
well as a classroom presentation
but also in various discussions
throughout the city.
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Arts & Style
Decades-old family secrets uncovered in Tel Aviv apartment
MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

The Flat is a 2011 documentary
co-produced, directed and written by Arnon Goldfinger, a Jewish
man from Tel Aviv, Israel. The plot
revolves around Gerda Tuchler
and the Tel Aviv apartment that she
left behind upon her death. While
cleaning, the family discovers secrets about the Tuchlers that it was
never aware of.
“The meaningful things are always left unspoken,” Goldfinger
highlighted. The most prominent
element of the documentary is
Goldfinger’s heritage. His maternal
grandparents left Germany around
1937, after the Nazi Party won majority of the seats in the Reichstag—
the legislative body of the Weimar
Germany—and Adolf Hitler became chancellor. Like many other
German Jews prior to the war, they
were encouraged to immigrate
to Palestine.
The documentary focused on a
question posed by Goldfinger in an
interview with Filmmaker Magazine: “What can you learn about
people’s lives from what stuff they
left behind?” Gerda lived in the
same apartment “for 70 years as if
she had never left Germany.” With
German books lining the shelves
and boxes of shoes, gloves and fox
furs filling the cabinets, the apartment was a replica of times lost, a
copy of old-fashioned Europe in
modern Israel.
After some rummaging, Goldfinger came across items that belonged to Tuchlers’ complicated
past—a stack of Nazi propaganda
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A documentarian cleans out the apartment that belonged to his grandparents and ﬁnds clues pointing to a complicated story.
newspapers named Der Angriff.
More interesting than the newspaper’s political stance was its content; each newspaper contained
articles from a series titled, “A Nazi
Goes to Palestine.” Upon this discovery, Goldfinger was stunned.
The articles in question told the
story of a Leopold von Milderstein,
a Nazi party member who traveled to Palestine with his wife and
a Jewish couple. From the photos,
Goldfinger recognized his own
grandparents. After coming upon
a box full of letters, the family realized that the two couples were tied
by a close friendship that lasted for
years, renewing their relationship
once World War II was over.
While the rich story is certainly
basis for the awards it received—
the list includes the Best Documentary Award at both the Bavarian Film Awards and the Toronto
Jewish Film Festival—there are

some flaws that should be pointed
out. Figuring out how closely the
Tuchlers and von Mildersteins were
related led Goldfinger to a small
city near Dusseldorf, Germany,
where von Mildersteins’ daughter,
Edda, lived with her husband. Following the information that Edda
gave him, Goldfinger went to the
East German records office, where
he discovered von Milderstein’s
connection with the Schutzstaffel,
better known as the SS.
At this point, the documentary
deviated from its original path. Instead of following the leads to delve
further into the friendship that
bonded the Tuchlers and von Mildersteins or, better yet, delving into
his own past, Goldfinger instead
chose to pursue leads regarding
von Milderstein’s career in the SS.
This dealt a major blow to the
story, as many of the audience’s
questions regarding the Tuchlers

were left unanswered. Instead of
doing his research online, Goldfinger followed the trail of official
documents that led him to the accusation that von Milderstein was
involved with the Holocaust, or that
he only rekindled his relationship
with the Tuchlers because he felt
guilty because of what his country
did to the Jews. The fact that Goldfinger did not investigate into those
easily available details damaged
the documentary, as movies of this
type should pay particular attention to detail and research strategy.
Both accusations may be incorrect, as it is impossible to find out
why the Tuchlers and von Mildersteins reunited their friendship.
Von Milderstein’s relationship
with the SS, however, is very easy
to trace back. According to an article by Jacob Boas published on
British Empire—a website started
by an English teacher to teach its

audience about the history of the
British Empire—von Milderstein
left the Jewish Affairs Desk in 1937,
when his peaceful solution of
sending the Jews to Palestine was
deemed too slow.
“After 10 months in the Security
Service’s Jewish Department, von
Mildenstein resigned, a victim of
internal departmental rivalries and
jealousies and, more specifically,
of the failure of his policy to bear
the expected fruit, as emigration
to Palestine was decreasing rather
than increasing,” Boas explained.
Von Milderstein never endorsed
the Holocaust. Prior to the war,
he was deeply fascinated by the
Zionist goal of getting the Jews to
Palestine. After leaving the Jewish
Affairs Desk, he went on to work
for the SS Propaganda Ministry, according to a master’s thesis written
by one Joseph Verbovszky. Goldfinger shared his information with
Edda. Whether she was shocked or
doubted the accusations is hard to
tell, but, in his narrative, Goldfinger chose to go with the latter.
“Nobody wanted to hear that
somebody had been in the SS,”
one of the experts interviewed for
the documentary explained. While
that may be true, there is a difference between telling someone
that their parents were in the SS
and telling them that their parents were partially responsible for
the Holocaust.
For a history enthusiast, The
Flat is a documentary worth
watching.
Nonetheless,
the
viewer should keep an eye out
for misleading information that
Goldfinger presents.

Rap pioneer Phife Dawg dies at age 45

Pablo pop-up takes Soho

A Tribe Called Quest’s founding member, Malik Izaak Taylor, leaves profound mark on hip-hop culture

Kanye West draws fans to Wooster Street for album merchandise
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ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Legends are hard to come by.
Many have been duplicated and
imitated, however, never has anyone successfully created another.
A Tribe Called Quest’s hits like,
“Can I Kick It?” and “Buggin Out,”
would make them a staple of hiphop. On March 22, one of A Tribe
Called Quest’s original members,
Malik Izaak Taylor, known colloquially as Phife Dawg, passed
away at the age of 45. Phife Dawg,
also known as “The Five-Foot Assassin,” and the “The Five-Footer,”
would be a founding member of
the group.
The Queens native formed the
group with his schoolmate, Q-Tip.
Ten years later, after the addition of two other members, Jarobi
White and Ali Shaheed Muhammad, A Tribe Called Quest would
release their first album, People’s
Instinctive Travels and the Path
of Rhythm. With songs like “Ham
‘N’ Eggs,” Phife and Q-Tip’s musical chemistry was clear as they
jokingly created metaphors using
the Dr. Seuss classic, Green Eggs
and Ham.
Although Phife lingered in
Q-Tip’s shadow for the first album, the release of The Low End
Theory would bring him out of
it. The dedication to his art was
clear, as his flow moved with ease,
echoing his thoughts in a jazzy
cohesiveness.
In hits like “Vibes and Stuff,”
his confidence takes center stage:
“To this day I still believe that no
MC can serve me/ Brothers try
to front/ But everybody know/ I
get more props than the Aresenio
Hall Show.” With a solo career that
would be short-lived, his only solo
album dropped in 2000, Ventila-

On March 17, Kanye West fans
everywhere were overjoyed with
his surprise tweet. West tweeted,
“Pablo Pop Up Shop March 1820 Fri. 4-8p.m Sat Sun12-8 at 83
Wooster in NYC.”
The artist tweeted a day in advance, announcing his exclusive
pop-up shop. Fans were already
lining up the night the tweet was
sent out, in hopes of being one of
the firsts to obtain coveted merchandise. The pop-up shop was
in support of his latest album, The
Life of Pablo. West claims to have
made $1 million in only two days
of the opening of the SoHo shop.
It is not hard to believe since the
lines seemed to be endless for
the entire duration of its opening.
There was a multitude of fans on
line, already adorning in his Yeezy
Adidas collection. Many who were
there were fans, but others were
only there to resell merchandise at
much higher prices
The few who were able to get
in the shop purchased multiple tshirts and many resold the shirts
for $140 a piece to fans still waiting
to get a chance to go inside. Security did the best they could to stop
reselling practices on the street,
but many people got away with it.
Some people who got inside
immediately put their purchases
on eBay for at least double the
actual price. Others were taking
orders on the phone, asking people exactly what they wanted. The
actual prices of the merchandise
was outrageous enough as it was,
and trying to sell them for anything higher would seem bizarre.
Yet people still flocked to the shop
and made purchases on the street.
West’s blue and maroon col-
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Phife Dawg’s legacy has inﬂuenced artists like Kanye West, Jill Scott and Common.
tion: Da LP.
Some of hip-hop’s most successful artists would call Phife a
major inspiration. A Tribe Called
Quest helped pioneer a more socially conscious hip-hop movement that would influence the
lives of others.
They would discuss social and
political issues that many artists
would stray from. Their raw honesty and knack for humor would
meet to produce works of arts that
are still relevant in today’s turbulent social environment.
His storytelling brought light to
the difficult parts of life and juxtaposed them with the things that
made life more colorful for him:
“With all these trials and tribulations/ Yo I’ve been affected/ And
to top it off/ Starks got ejected.”
Known for bringing a New York
flair to his verses, Phife often made
references to Knicks players, such
as shooting guard John Stark. In
tracks like “Jazz (We’ve Got),” we

are taken on a familiar journey as
edgy New Yorkers imbibe the arrogant attitudes with Q-Tip, Muhammad and Phife, as they tell their
stories over a constant drumming
that would echo behind the notes
of some of the pioneers of jazz,
Miles Davis, John Coltrane and the
late great Dizzy Gillespie.
Unfortunately, Phife’s health
troubles would not be something
he was unfamiliar with. In 1990,
he was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, often making references to it
in his songs. Making a joke out of
shortcomings would become an
integral part of his flow. In 2008, he
received a kidney transplant, donated from his wife, that was supposed to save his life. However, by
2012, he ended up taking his place
back on the list for transplants.
Phife passed away in his home
in California from complications
related to diabetes with a legacy
that will outlive him for decades
to come.

ored “I Feel Like Pablo” shirts
ranged anywhere from $40 to $65,
along with hoodies and bomber
jackets. But the most soughtafter item was the denim jacket,
which cost $400. They all had sayings such as, “I Feel Like Pablo,”
no one jacket being a duplicate
of another. The denim jackets
were either covered in sharpie or
spray painted with different sayings. The whole collection had a
do-it-yourself feel.
Looking at the clothes, it really seemed like anyone could
make them. The appearance of
the clothes did not deter any of
the fans and neither did the prices. The only thing that seemed to
keep fans coming was the Kanye
West name.
It is questionable as to whether
it is the actual fashion that is enticing customers. Some still feel that
West is fearless in his fashion and
the younger generation can really appreciate this aspect of his
clothing line. Those waiting in line
expressed that West’s fashion represents the younger generation. To
many fans, this clothing is art. To
them, West is not just another rapper, he is an artist. These are the
fans that wanted memorabilia to
keep for a lifetime of their idol.
To outsiders, the Pablo pop-up
shop seems like an excuse to overcharge fans for Kanye West merchandise. The shop was successful because of the artist behind it,
not the clothes. Fans want to buy
all of his clothing because they
are inspired by his work. If one
wants to debate on whether or not
West’s clothing is really fashion,
they would have to reflect on what
fashion is. It is a creative statement
that gets people talking and that is
essentially what Kanye’s pop-up
shop did.
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Science & Technology
Video games may promote better mental health in children
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO
BUSINESS EDITOR

Video games are usually referred
to as excessively violent, antisocial
and bad for children’s mental development. Given this perception,
it may come as a surprise to many
that video games can actually have
a positive effect on children.
A study conducted by researchers from Columbia University’s
Mailman School of Public Health
and Paris Descartes University examined the relationship between
video game use by children ages 6
to 12 and their mental health and
cognitive and social skills.
After the data was adjusted
for several factors, including the
child’s age and gender, analysis
showed that high video game usage—defined as playing more than
five hours per week—was associated with 1.75 times the odds of high
intellectual functioning, as well as
1.88 times the odds of high overall
school competence. The research
also found that high video game
usage was associated with both a
lower number of peer relationship
problems and a lower amount of
prosocial deficits.
The data was collected from
School Children Mental Health in
Europe project that was carried
out in six different European Union
countries. The study used a sample
of 3,195 kids. Each child’s mental
health was assessed by parents and
a teacher using the Strengths and
Difficulties Questionnaire, a widely used standardized worksheet
for assessing child mental health.
Children in the data pool also used
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Video game are shown to increase children’s overall mental health, including both their cognitive and social skills.
an interactive self-assessment tool
designed to measure their own
mental health.
It was found that roughly 20 percent of the children in the sample
played video games for more than
five hours per week, putting one in
every five children in the high video
game usage category. Factors associated with general video game use
included being a male, being in the
upper part of the age group and belonging to a medium-sized family.
Details about a child’s mother were
also correlated with video game
use. A less educated, single, inactive or psychologically distressed
mother decreased the likelihood of
high usage.
Analysis of the data sample

showed that there was a positive association between high usage and
competencies in spelling, mathematics and reading. After data was
adjusted for factors such as age,
gender, education, psychological
distress and European region, elevated intellectual functioning and
overall competence were associated with high usage. These benefits
were correlated with moderate usage as well, but to a lesser degree.
In univariate analysis, which is
the simplest way to analyze data,
higher usage was associated with
fewer self-reported internalizing
disorders and fewer reports of
thoughts of death. However, when
researchers adjusted for a handful
of other factors, these differences

lacked statistical significance.
Children who had both a mother
and a teacher report them as having problems with peer relations
were less likely to be in the high
usage group. Prosocial deficits
were found to be less severe among
children with moderate video
game usage.
According to authors of the
study, the data examined in their
research and their results are in
line with several different studies.
Researchers referenced the
2014 literature review, “The Benefits of Playing Video Games,” that
claimed there are many “social
benefits of gaming.” The authors of
that 2014 paper conclude that playing video games became a highly

social pastime.
This is true to a large extent.
Children play video games with
friends and often use it as a social
tool. In recent years, games have
become more social than ever, with
most games having some sort of
online option where players can
join other people to form a team.
Violent and nonviolent games
alike showed equal indicators of
these prosocial tendencies and
social involvement.
According to the 2014 review,
there are also strong cognitive benefits for young children who play
video games, with children developing problem-solving skills and
creative thought patterns.
“An important future direction of this work is to determine
whether there are differential associations between video game
playing and childhood health outcomes depending on the content
of the game; for example, whether
violent content specifically vs more
complex cognitive problems solving tasks differently predict health
outcomes,” the study states.
The study concludes by claiming that video game usage is not
associated with an increased risk
of mental health problems. Rather, video games provide a protective factor, especially among
peer relationships.
“Longitudinal
studies
are
needed to monitor mental health,
cognitive and social functioning
through adolescence and into early
adulthood to ensure that the positive effects observed in children
are maintained later in life,” the
authors noted.

This month’s game releases include Dark Souls 3, Rachet and Clank
BY JESSICA TORRES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

This year has already proven
to be an exciting one for the gaming industry, and April promises
to continue the trend. Though less
saturated in releases compared to
previous months like March and
February, April is set to deliver a
few hotly anticipated games, including Ratchet and Clank, Star
Fox Zero, Quantum Break and
Dark Souls 3.
Gamers looking for a nostalgia
kick should be excited for April.
Ratchet and Clank, set to release
on April 12 for PlayStation 4, is a familiar title for fans of Sony’s various
PlayStation consoles. Originally released on the PlayStation 2 in 2002,
this science fiction, action-oriented
platformer garnered quite a dedicated following. Fans’ dedication to
the series even inspired Rainmaker
Entertainment to create an animated film, slated to release April 29, in
accompaniment to the game.
The upcoming installment,
however, is not marketed as a completely new Ratchet and Clank,
but rather a revitalization of the
2002 game that will incorporate
influences from both the upcoming film and previous installments
of the series.
Though the game is a reimagining of the first Ratchet and Clank,
players will have access to weapons
that came after the first game, along
with entirely new weapons specific
to this installment. The game also
includes original features from the
2002 game, such as the use of the
swingshot to grapple targets and
swing across gaps.
Much like Ratchet and Clank,
Star Fox Zero will satisfy gamers
looking to relive their childhood
favorites. Unlike the upcoming
Ratchet and Clank game, Star Fox
Zero, set to release worldwide on

April 22 for Wii U, is not a re-imagination of the original version but
is a new installment in a series that
desperately needed one.
Originally established in 1993,
the Star Fox series is a beloved
classic that birthed a character
who has earned more fame for his
appearance in the Super Smash
Brothers fighting games than from
his own series. Star Fox Zero is an
anticipated title for fans of this
neglected series.
Not counting the 2011 3DS remake of the Nintendo 64 Star Fox
classic, the most recent, original installment in the series was a decade
ago with Star Fox Command, released for the Nintendo DS in 2006.
With the help of the Wii U gamepad, this Star Fox game will allow
players to experience the series
like never before. A 3-D scrollingshooter game, Star Fox Zero will
utilize the screen on the gamepad
as a cockpit from which the player
can aim, shoot and pilot Fox McCloud’s famed Airwing.
Unlike many games set to release in April, Quantum Break is
neither a revitalization nor further
installment in an already established series; this action-adventure
third-person shooter is a first. Developed by Remedy Entertainment
and slated for release on April 5,
this time-travel mystery will offer players both a video game and
an optional, in-game television
show that follows the story of the
game’s antagonist.
Players control Jack Joyce, a man
granted time manipulation powers
after a time travel experiment at the
fictional Riverport University goes
awry. Time begins to break down,
and its up to the player to use his
newfound abilities and a couple
of guns he accumulates along the
way to stop Paul Serene, a man
who can now see into the future
and cater the choices he makes in
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Players in Quantum Break, which releases April 5, will be able to use time manipulation powers and ﬁrearms to defeat enemies.
the present.
Quantum Break promises to
please even puzzle game fans,
as segments of the game feature
environmental puzzles in the
fashion of a 3-D platform game.
Joyce must use his time powers
to manipulate objects stuck in a
time loop before they become an
impassable obstacle.
Releasing a week after Quantum
Break on April 12 for PlayStation 4
and Xbox One, as well as PC, Dark
Souls 3 is perhaps the most anticipated release of the month. Developed by Japan’s FromSoftware, this
series has a cult following dedicated to the harsh and unforgiving nature of the series; players have been
dying repeatedly in Souls games
since the release of the series predecessor, Demon’s Souls, in 2009.

Much of the gameplay and
overall appeal of Dark Souls 3 is
reminiscent of the previous installments, with a few tweaks. Players
still must rely on an endurance and
health bar to stay alive, but now
also must take into account their
magic bar when preforming spells,
miracles and a new feature called
weapon arts.
Though not present in Dark
Souls 1 or 2, the magic meter was a
feature in Demon’s Souls. Weapon
arts, however, is an entirely new
concept that adds a unique flare to
combat in Dark Souls 3. At the cost
of magic points, players will have
access to weapon-unique movesets, special abilities and extra
damage to help them slay the unrelenting bosses familiar to every
Souls player.

The most iconic symbol of Dark
Souls—the bonfire—makes a return in the upcoming installments,
accompanied by a new concept:
gravestones. These small gravestones light up when interacted
with, proving to be both sight in a
dark world and an additional lore.
Dark Souls 3 also promises to
place a heavier emphasis on roleplaying, allowing for an expanded character builder as well as a
variety of weapon choices.
Though the game has fewer
maps than its predecessor, Dark
Souls 2, the maps are now larger and more interconnected to
encourage exploration.
With E3 a mere two months
away, gamers have a lot to look forward to in both April and the upcoming months.
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CUNY Graduate Center panel discusses AIDS stigma in the US
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
By the 1990s, many of the contagion myths that turned the infected
into social pariahs were debunked,
though there still exists an immense stigma related to HIV and
AIDS. The panel sought to unpack
this stigma, as well as address many
of the concerns still present today
in the communities affected by HIV
and AIDS.
Sponsored by the Center for
Lesbian and Gay Studies, the panel
was moderated by author and historian Sarah Schulman. The speakers included Steven Thrasher, National Lesbian and Gay Journalists
Association’s 2012 Journalist of the
Year, HIV and AIDS activist and advocate Ian Bradley-Perrin, Linda
Villarosa, director of the City College of New York’s journalism program, and Viviane Namaste, Concordia University’s research chair
in HIV/AIDS .
Each spoke at length about their
current and past research into HIV
and AIDS, which was followed by
questions from the audience and a
group discussion.
Thrasher presented his findings
on the legal case of Michael Johnston, a black, gay male who attended a university in Missouri in 2013.
Going by the name “Tiger Mandigo,” Johnston would often have
unprotected sex with white, gay
males. Though Johnston claimed
the sex was consensual and that he
disclosed his status as HIV positive,
some of his sexual partners soon
came forward and declared the
opposite, leading him to be prosecuted under HIV exposure laws.
He was sentenced to 30 years in jail.
Within the Johnston case there
is an undertone of racial discrimination that runs through current
discourse of HIV and AIDS across
the United States.
“In Missouri the prosecutor for

the Johnston trial tried to convince
me that there was not a racial component to what was happening
because only 33 percent of [Missouri’s] prosecutions were of black,
gay men,” Thrasher said. “But there
is only 2-to -3 percent of the population of black men [in Missouri].”
This racial disparity is echoed
throughout the United States. In
places like Tennessee, sentences
for black individuals arrested for
HIV exposure proved more severe
than for their white counterparts.
He then cited that every other
gay, black man in the United States
is predicted to contract HIV in their
lifetime, a statistic that is an epidemic in its proportion.
“Canada and the U.S. … have
convicted more people for HIV
exposure than all of the countries
in the world combined,” Thrasher
said, quoting a study.
The themes of stigmatization
and unfair prosecution carried
on to Bradley-Perrin’s portion of
the panel.
He described the sway pharmaceutical companies, such as Gilead,
have over communities impacted
by HIV and how their involvement
does not fight stigma. Quoting Michael Weinstein, controversial CEO
of the AIDS Healthcare Foundation, Bradley-Perrin spoke about
Gilead’s “guerilla” marketing campaign for their HIV medication PreExposure Prophylaxis.
PrEP is meant to protect those
with a higher risk of contracting
AIDS from getting the virus, with
Gilead funding various AIDS organizations and community groups
in order to have them promote
the medication.
Bradley-Perrin argues that the
use of the medication is a one-sided type of relief against HIV positive people, and that PrEP is marketed and portrayed in the media
as a guarantee against the fear of
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Panelists discussed issues surrounding race and class in relation to HIV stigma. The movement to stop HIV stigma has been
prominent in the United States. Minnesota started its HIV Stigma campaign to stop devaluating people who live with AIDS.
HIV—something that stigmatizes
HIV positive people in the process.
Villarosa continued the panel
with a greater expansion on the
stigma that HIV- and AIDS-infected
African-Americans face, especially
those from the gay community. Villarosa asserted that HIV and AIDS
became less prominent in the U.S.
cultural sphere as it began to affect
dark-skinned people. Two diagnosed black, gay men were left out
of the initial 1981 report on AIDS in
Los Angeles, leaving five, white, gay
males to become the precedent of
the cultural focus.
In recent years, HIV and AIDS
has become an epidemic within
the black community, to the point

where if the African-American population in Washington, D.C., were
its own country, it would rank 12th
in the world in terms of HIV prevalence in their community.
“This is not over,” Villarosa said
in reference to the lax attitude
many take toward AIDS in the United States. “The current AIDS crisis
in this country is about poverty … it
is about [HIV and LGBT] stigma …
it’s also about racism.”
Namaste conducted her portion of the panel by asking a question: Do AIDS scholars and activists speak in an insider language?
She explained her work by showing people recruited through the
gay community advertisements

promoting HIV education with the
tagline, “He would have told me if
he was positive.” When asked what
it meant, the men had no idea that
“positive” meant HIV positive.
Mentioning other work she has
done with transgender women, Namaste raised the issue of what the
advantages and limits were of this
“insider language” and how that
affected stigma.
The panel concluded with questions from the audience, including questions on how the stigma
of AIDS shifts even more heavily
onto the community of transgender people of color and how stigma
is spoken about through the lens
of disability.
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Sports
Tampa Bay defeats Cuban national team 4-1 in historic exhibition
BY OMER SEMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On March 22, for the first time
since 1999, an MLB team played
the Cuban national team in the city
of Havana. U.S. President Barack
Obama and Cuban President Raul
Castro sat together behind home
plate as a symbolic gesture of the
normalization of relations between
their nations. Yet the celebratory
atmosphere was curbed by ESPN,
who broadcasted the game, along
with other media outlets as they
covered this historic event with a
bittersweet tone, noting the dissent from Cuban nationals and
exiles alike. To understand their
unease, we must understand
Cuban history.
According to Yale professor and
author Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria, the game of baseball was
introduced to Cuba in 1864 by
Nemesio Guillo, a student returning from his studies at Spring Hill
College in Mobile, Alabama. It
was soon outlawed by the Spanish
imperialist government as it drew
eyeballs away from bullfighting,
the beloved sport of the colonial
power. Baseball was a beacon of
freedom as the cry for Cuban independence reached a fever pitch in
the 1890s.
Cuban baseball, much like
the citizens themselves, persevered through a run of presidentsturned-dictators, most of whom
were supported by the United
States because of their shared anticommunist ideologies and intertwined economic relations. Jeremy
Schaap of ESPN chronicled MLB’s

earlier escapades to Havana, having hosted winter ball and spring
training sessions since the turn of
the 20th century. Bobby Maduro, a
Cuban entrepreneur who oversaw
his family’s sugar refinery, funded
the construction of the Estadio
Latinoamericano in 1946 in Havana and later purchased the Cuban Sugar Kings in 1954. By 1959,
the Havana Sugar Kings, a TripleA affiliate of the Cincinnati Reds,
were the toast of the town.
Fidel Castro’s rise to power,
punctuated by the ousting of Fulgencio Batista that same year,
didn’t seem to spell doom for baseball. In fact, he pitched for his preparatory school team and sat in the
Sugar Kings dugout for Game 6 of
the Junior World Series. As Castro
embraced communism (picked up
from confidant Ernesto “Che” Guevara), he seized private U.S. assets
and established trade agreements
with the Soviet Union in 1960, thus
crumbling diplomatic ties to the
United States. A trade embargo, a
few spoiled hams and a tango with
nuclear apocalypse highlighted
the demise of cordial relations between the nations separated by a
mere 90 miles.
Professional
baseball
was
banned and replaced by the National Institute of Sports, a government sanctioned amateur league
that organizes the National Series,
a Cuban MLB facsimile. The Sugar
Kings relocated to New Jersey in
1960 and took the hopes of local
baseball players with them. They
were left with two options: receive
government stipends and remain
under a dictatorship, or leave

their families behind in order to
chase their dreams of suiting up
in the majors. Five-time all-star
Leo Cardenas recalled the internal
conflict he faced, saying, “I’ve been
fighting since I was a little kid to get
to the major leagues, and I didn’t
want to lose it. We had to leave
Cuba. I didn’t want to leave, but I
had to leave.”
Stories of defectors braving towering waves and shark-infested waters in a dinghy pop up on occasion,
but the thousands of unaccounted
Cubans lost at sea drift into the
background. Writer and talk show
host Dan Le Batard opined on his
and many Cuban immigrants’ concerns over the jovial nature surrounding the exhibition match between the Tampa Bay Rays and the
Cuban national team. He detailed
the oppression his mother endured
to fight for elections and open discourse, his uncle’s 10 years spent
rotting in prison for politics and
nothing more, and his grandmother being gunned down by militia in
her house for putting her children
on a plane to Miami. “The history of
my own people feels like it is being
either ignored or trampled, and I’m
not quite sure which of those feels
worse,” Le Batard wrote in a piece
for ESPN.
The game commenced without a hitch as the Estadio Latinoamericano opened its doors to the
Rays and over 50,000 invitationonly spectators filled the stands.
The Cuban national team, devoid
of star power since their most talented players tend to find their
way to American shores, took nine
innings to get a run across. Down

Baruch ends losing streak, sweeps York
BY JOSEPH ROBINSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a 10-game losing streak,
the Baruch College women’s softball team won its first game of the
season last Tuesday night against
Yeshiva University’s Maccabees.
Finishing the final inning with a
total of 17 runs to the Maccabees’
six, the lady Bearcats are aiming
toward turning things around in
their upcoming games.
The Bearcats have been playing tough teams so far. Their season opener was against a highly
ranked team, the Marlins of Virginia Wesleyan College, who happened to be undefeated (4-0) in
their conference at the time. The
Marlins had a team batting average of .362 going into the battle
against the Bearcats.
The Bearcats were still able
to put up a good fight, and
even though they did not win,
they brought home five runs in
the losing effort.
Later in the month, the lady
Bearcats advanced to play the
Panthers of Purchase College in
two subsequent games, giving
it all they had, but they eventually came up short in a humbling
defeat of 0-11 in game one, and
0-13 in the second matchup.
The Panthers, also a team filled
with competitive players, currently have a two-game winning streak and an overall record
of 6-2.
Fortunately, it seems as if the
majority of the lady Bearcats’
competition is behind them,
particularly if they continue to
play well. Some of their upcoming games include the Cardinals
of York College, the Bulldogs of
Brooklyn College, the Bloodhounds of John Jay College and
the Hunter College Hawks; all four
are teams from the CUNYAC con-
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Despite an unsuccessful start to 2016, the Baruch women’s softball team defeated
Yeshiva University and York College to win its ﬁrst two games of the season.
ference. As long as the Bearcats
remain in good standings against
those teams, Baruch will still have
a chance of competing in the CUNYAC tournament starting in May.
Seemingly, most of the teams
mentioned above are off to a disappointing start as well, losing
every in-conference game, which
works in favor of the Bearcats
just as long as they continue to
remain focused and ready to
play softball.
In efforts to demonstrate their
season turnaround, the lady
Bearcats defeated the Cardinals
of York College back-to-back in
their following two games, pushing their record in the CUNYAC
conference to 3-0. The game was

originally scheduled for Sunday,
March 20, at 2 p.m., but because
of inclement weather conditions,
it was rescheduled to March 23 at
Padavan-Preller field.
At the end of the fifth and final
innings of their games, the scoreboard read 9-0 in game one and
17-3 in the second game.
However, the game against
the Cardinals could have been
perceived as a likely win for the
Bearcats as the Cardinals were
on a two-game losing streak.
Either way, the Bearcats made
sure they left the field trouncing their opponent, making a
statement and bringing home a
feel-good win for the team and
their school.
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After defecting from the island three years ago, Dayron Varona became the ﬁrst
basbeball player to return and play in his home country of Cuba.
to their final two outs, 36-year-old
Rudy Reyes waited on a breaking
ball on a 0-2 count and connected
for a home run. He made sure to
embrace each of his teammates
after his trip around the bases as
whistles and horns blared from the
fans. Guillermo Aviles struck out
to end the game, but it did not end
the festivities.
The two teams exchanged hugs
and some players swapped jerseys,
an event usually reserved for soccer

matches, yet it seemed appropriate
for this blending of cultures. That
is something baseball, and sports
in general, is great at: uniting people of any nationality in the spirit
of competition. The MLB and the
Cuban Baseball Federation seek to
ease the path into the big leagues.
Let’s hope the path between the
Cuban people and the civil liberties they have fought to build
for generations becomes clearer
as well.
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Times investigation reports alarming increase in concussions

MICHAEL FRIEDLICH

For the last few years, the NFL
has begun to acknowledge the
growing concern of concussions
in professional football. This is
especially true considering its admission last week that there is a
link between concussions and
chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), a degenerative brain
disease caused by repeated brain
trauma. On March 24, The New
York Times released its shocking
investigative report that the NFL
tried to play down the danger of
head injuries.
In 1994, after a succession of
high-profile players retired early
because of head injuries, the NFL
formed a concussion committee to
conduct research on the number
of concussions diagnosed by team
physicians from 1996 to 2001. The
Times found that this research was
faulty and misleading, and therefore did not portray the true danger
of head injuries.
The research used incomplete
data to calculate the concussion
rate, making it seem as if the concussions were occurring less frequently than they really were. The
studies also left out more than 100
concussions that were reported in
the media and in the NFL’s injury
reports. Among these omissions
were stars such as quarterbacks
Troy Aikman and Steve Young,

who at times suffered severe head
injuries. The Dallas Cowboys,
whom Aikman played for, did not
have a single concussion listed in
the committee’s database over the
entire six years. But, according to
the NFL’s injury reports, Aikman
had a total of four concussions
or head injuries over that length
of time. The San Francisco 49ers,
whom Young played for, did not
have a concussion in the database
from 1997 to 2000. But the NFL’s
injury reports once again show that
Young had two concussions over
that period, the second of which
ended his career. In addition to the
Cowboys and 49ers, many more
teams did not give the NFL their
concussion reports.
The league told The Times that
the “clubs were not required to
submit their data and not every
club did,” and teams were only
encouraged to submit their data.
Although, the NFL stated that the
study “never purported” to include
all concussions, one paper by the
committee claimed that any player
with a head injury, no matter the
severity, would be included in the
study. In addition, contradictory
to what the NFL told The Times,
in confidential peer-review documents, the committee wrote that
“all NFL teams participated” and
“all players were therefore part of
this study.”
This raises the question: Why
would teams not be required to
give over their concussion data? If
the committee really wanted to find
out the concussion rate, then what
is the point of just having some of
the teams submit data, and as a
result find only a percentage of the
total concussions?
Although it may be very difficult
to know about every single concussion because players often deny
symptoms, a majority of the omitted concussions were included
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In an eﬀort to uncover the history of concussions in the NFL, TheNew York Times released a report of its league-wide ﬁndings.
in the NFL’s injury reports, which
meant that the team physicians
diagnosed the concussions and
reported them to the league.
One of the biggest problems
with the committee was that almost
everyone on the committee had
ties to NFL teams, which created a
conflict of interest.
The chairman of the committee,
Dr. Elliot Pellman, was the team
physician for the New York Jets.
Wayne Chrebet, wide receiver for
the New York Jets, suffered two of
the concussions missing from the
study, and he ended up retiring
years later after more concussions.
Pellman diagnosed Chrebet’s two
concussions, since he was the Jets’s
team physician, but he did not include those two concussions in the
research. One possible explana-

Teams prepare for Final Four showdown
BY ERIC CHENG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The four teams that will be
competing in the Final Four in
Houston, Texas, have been revealed. Before we get into the Final Four, let’s recap on what happened during the Sweet 16 and
Elite 8. Although there was not as
much drama in the Sweet 16 and
Elite 8 as there was in the first two
rounds, there were some interesting things that went on. Going into
the Sweet 16, all four No. 1 seeds—
Kansas from the South region,
North Carolina from the East region, Oregon from the West region
and Virginia from the Midwest region—all made it to the Sweet 16.
The West was the only region that
had the top 4 seeds making it to
the Sweet 16. There were two double-digit seeded teams that made
it to the Sweet 16 in Syracuse and
Gonzaga from the Midwest region. Eleven of the 12 ACC teams
made it to the Sweet 16.
Many people described the
subsequent two rounds as separating the men from the boys
and that was exactly the case in
the Sweet 16. Many of the games
in the Sweet 16 ended up being
blowouts. In the South region,
Ryan Arcidiacono and the Villanova Wildcats turned out to be too
much for Miami, 92-69. Miami did
not play badly at all; they shot very
well from 3-point range. However,
Villanova shot the ball much better, especially from behind the
arc, and Arcidiacono was the main
reason for this.
In the West region, Oregon
blew out the defending national
champions, Duke Blue Devils,
82-68. Oregon’s athletism and
pressuring defense turned out to
be a problem for the Blue Devils.
Duke had problems rebounding
on the defensive end the entire

season, and it ended up catching
up to them in this game. Marshall
Plumlee, picking up two early
fouls in the first five minutes of the
game, turned out to be an issue in
this game as well. The possible No.
1 pick in the upcoming NBA draft,
Brandon Ingram, was fantastic in
the game scoring 24 points. However, he did not get much help
from his teammates. Grayson Allen, another player with thoughts
of declaring for the NBA draft, also
had a lackluster performance.
All four No. 1 seeds advanced
to the Elite 8. Although most of the
games were blowouts, there were
two games that were dogfights.
Notre Dame and Syracuse had
to come from behind to defeat
Wisconsin and Gonzaga respectively. Gonzaga had trouble dealing with Syracuse’s 2-3 zone when
Gonzaga’s lead started to shrink.
Notre Dame’s and Syracuse’s
victories also guarantee that an
ACC team will be in the national
championship game.
In the Elite 8 round, the games
were just as exhilarating. The No.
2 seed Oklahoma Sooners blew
out the top-seeded Oregon Ducks
to advance to the Final Four. This
was a big surprise to everybody.
It was not so much who won as
it was the final score of the game.
Many fans thought that this was
going to be a close game, but this
proved not to be the case very early in the game. Buddy Hield, who
has been unstoppable throughout the entire NCAA tournament
for the Oklahoma Sooners so far,
scored 37 points in the game.
The North Carolina Tar Heels
blew out familiar foe Notre Dame,
88-74, to advance to the Final
Four, a stage the Tar Heels are
very familiar with. Brice Johnson
scored 25 points for North Carolina in the team’s win. Villanova
ended up knocking out the overall

No. 1 seed Kansas, who many people picked to win the NCAA tournament. During halftime, Villanova went to the locker room with a
32-25 lead and never looked back.
Kansas also committed 16 turnovers in this game. The outcome
of the last game between ACC
foes Syracuse and Virginia surprised many fans. Like Gonzaga,
Virginia had built a double-digit
lead, heading into halftime. They
were shooting lights out from the
three-point range and also found
success against the zone. During
a timeout in the second half, Syracuse head coach Jim Boehim decided to bring the full-court press
with their 2-3 zone. It was a great
decision for Syracuse who, led by
freshman Malachi Richardson,
began to chip the deficit away.
The high-pressure defense
forced Virginia to speed up their
tempo, which resulted in crucial
turnovers. Shots suddenly were
not falling, and momentum began
to swing toward the Orange’s side.
The Virginia players were beginning to panic. With 6:37 remaining in the game, Syracuse cut
the deficit to one. On the next Syracuse possession, Michael Gbinije
made a layup to give the Orange a
59-58 lead. With 4:40 to go, Richardson hit a 3-point dagger to extend the lead to 62-58, and that
spelled doom for the Virginia Cavaliers. Syracuse ended up pulling
off a remarkable victory 68-62.
The Orange, who nobody thought
should even be in the tournament,
advanced to the Final Four.
The Final Four sets up some
remarkable matchups. The first
one features Villanova against
Oklahoma. The headline for that
game is Ryan Arcidiacono against
Buddy Hield. The second game
features two ACC teams with
North Carolina facing a surprising
Syracuse team.

tion is that the committee and the
rest of the NFL were trying to play
down the issue of concussions in
the NFL.
The most disturbing aspect of
the Times’s report is the link between the NFL and the tobacco
industry. The Times describes that
the NFL and the tobacco industry shared lawyers, lobbyists and
consultants, and that the late owner of the New York Giants, Preston
Tisch, was a part owner of the Lorillard Tobacco Company.
In 1992, Tisch asked the legal
counsel of Lorillard, Arthur Stevens, to speak to the NFL commissioner about particular legal issues.
Stevens sent the commissioner two
cases that alleged the tobacco and
asbestos industries were covering
up the health risks of their prod-

ucts. In essence, The Times implies
that this misleading research on
concussions shows the NFL’s similarity in covering up the ills of their
business to the tobacco industry.
The committee calculated a
lower concussion rate because so
many teams did not have any concussions counted in the study, but
all of their games over the research
period were counted. The league
officials and the people involved
in the research should have made
sure that they were collecting data
accurately in order to really find out
whether there was a concussion
problem in the NFL.
Because of the lower concussion rate, the committee incorrectly concluded that head trauma
posed no significant danger for
the players.

New York legalizes MMA
BY JUNIOR MARTINEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After 19 years of shuffling the
matter in and out of Albany, the
New York State Assembly is one
step closer to legalizing mixed
martial arts in New York. It is
about time, as New York is the
only state to still have the ban on
MMA. On March 22, the New York
Assembly voted 113-25 to pass the
bill. With the senate and assembly
having both passed the legislation,
it is up to Governor Andrew Cuomo, who has been supportive of
the legalization of MMA, to make
it official. Talks about legalizing
MMA have existed since 1997,
when former Gov. George Pataki
originally placed the ban. At that
time, assembly members believed
the sport was too dangerous and
did not have enough rules and
safety precautions. However, last
fall, the UFC filed a suit in federal
court in Manhattan to overturn
the state’s ban and affirm it was
unconstitutional. The UFC also
announced it will host an event at
Madison Square Garden in 2016,
pending passage of the bill or winning a ruling, but was canceled by
a federal judge.
Over the last decade, MMA’s
biggest promoter, UFC, has been
pushing to legalize MMA. With
Nevada being its biggest market,
New York could be a bigger one
says UFC CEO Lorenzo Feritta.
“New York is the most important
media market in the United States,
perhaps in the world. We have
high expectations when we do
events at Madison Square Garden,
Barclay Center or at the arenas in
upstate New York.”
Gov. Andrew Cuomo could
agree as he stated in his agenda
earlier this year in his State of the
State address, “Thousands of New
Yorkers attend dozens of unregu-

lated amateur MMA events in New
York each year and unlicensed
promoters organize and promote
amateur MMA contests in all corners of New York State.”
Fans and fighters are fired up,
as MMA is finally legalized in New
York. Homegrown New Yorker
from Long Island and UFC fighter
Chris Weidman, who has defeated
Brazilian Anderson “Spiderman”
Silva twice, has been advocating
for MMA to be legalized in New
York, even meeting with lawmakers earlier this year in Albany.
When the vote passed, Weidman
was one of the first fighters to celebrate on Twitter. “I’ve waited a
long time for today and couldn’t
be more excited to have MMA legal in my hometown of New York!”
With UFC being legalized,
Feritta stated they could expect
more than four events a year in
New York. They are aiming to
have their first event in November
or December. Fans could expect
UFC to bring a strong fight card to
their first event in MSG. UFC has
been trending worldwide in their
recent fights, starting with former
bantamweight champion Ronda
Rousey who shockingly lost to
Holly Holm in UFC 193. Holm’s
reign, however, was short-lived
following a loss to Miesha Tate in
UFC 196. The possible return of
Rousey, in the first UFC event at
MSG could be the ultimate blockbuster for the opening day in the
city that never sleeps.
Fighters like Anderson Silva,
Nate Diaz, Conor McGregor, Joe
Jones, Rousey, Holm and Weidman have put UFC in the limelight. Recently, UFC generated
over $600 million in revenue in
2015 and has also made it to cable
and primetime television on FOX.
It is a no brainer for lawmakers to
let New Yorkers finally see a UFC
live event in the Big Apple.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: POPULAR
EXPRESSIONS

APRIL 2016
MON

4
TUES

5
WED

6
THURS

7
FRI

8
SAT

9
SUN

10

ACROSS
1. Santa and Uncle Sam have
this in common
6. Be in a cast
9. Plural of cecum
13. *”____ beaver”
14. *”Pitching ____”
15. Sacriﬁcial spot
16. Less than 90 degrees
17. Grass bristle
18. Had in mind
19. *”Retail ____”
21. *”____ it”
23. Bruin legend Bobby
24. Forbidden fruit, e.g.
25. *”____, humbug!”
28. Ready and eager
30. Foot part
35. Mosque V.I.P.
37. Indian restaurant staple
39. Bodies
40. Part of cathedral
41. Binary digits code
43. Interest ____
44. Writer behind a writer
46. Rodeo Drive tree
47. Cold War’s Warsaw
Pact, e.g.
48. Protective embankment
50. *”You ____ what
you sow”
52. King Kong, e.g.

THE MUSICAL HERITAGE OF IRAQI JEWS
5:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m. | VC 14-270 | Free
NYC HONG KONG CLUB 11TH ANNUAL SINGING CONTEST
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. | VC 1-107 to 1-111 | Free
GRANTS WORKSHOP
12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m. | VC 14-267 | Free
WIB HEALTH WEEK: PON DE FLO FITNESS PARTY
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 3-210| Free
CCF MUSIC CAFE
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. | VC 1-107 to 1-111 | Free
WIB HEALTH WEEK: LAUGHTER YOGA
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
IMMERSIVE WORLDS: SCIENCE, NARRATIVE AND THE ARTS
11:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.. | BPAC | Free | Registration Required
GAME DAY
12:40 p.m.-2:20 p.m. | VC 10-155 l | Free
STRATEGIC DIGITAL MARKETING AND BRAND ACTIVATION SUMMIT
8:45 a.m. -5:00 p.m. | 151 E. 25th St., Rooms 750 and 760 | Free

53. Kick out
55. India’s smallest state
57. *Add this to injury?
60. *Disorderly person or
thing
64. Ice cream amount
65. Roswell subject
67. Figure with vertex
and rays
68. Coastal town in southern
England
69. Animal’s nose
70. Leg of lamb
71. Actress Hathaway
72. *”A bird in the hand is
worth ____ in the bush”
73. Cardinal compass point
at 90 degrees, pl.

15. Quantity
20. Vital life, in Sanskrit
22. ____-Wan of “Star
Wars”
24. Server on wheels
25. *”____-watch” a lot
of TV
26. Wet nurses
27. *”Wreak ____”
29. Coarse ﬁle
31. Kind of apple, gritty
and acidic
32. ____-____-la
33. Bar by estoppel
34. *”____ of cake”
36. Table in Mexico
38. African river
42. Idealized image
45. Group of performers
49. Afghan monetary
DOWN
unit
51. Thick soup
1. *”Don’t ____ around
54. Dangerous movie trick
the bush”
56. Plural of amnion
2. *”To ____ his own”
57. Desktop picture
3. Chills and fever
58. Lunch time?
4. Old but in
59. Worn from walking
5. Like rainy afternoon?
60. Great Depression drifter
6. *”An apple a day keeps
61. *Don’t put these into
the doctor ____”
one basket
7. *”Don’t have a ____!”
62. Vegas bandit
8. Polynesian kingdom
63. They make up a tennis
9. Horseﬂy
match
10. Short for “and elsewhere” 64. R&R spot
11. C&H crop
66. “The ____. The Proud.
12. Product of creativity
The Marines”

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ASCEND LEGACY LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
6:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m. | VC 3-215 | Free

ISSUE 6

SOFTBALL: BARUCH VS. JOHN JAY COLLEGE*
12:00 p.m. | Randall’s Island, Field No. 12 | Free
REPAST BAROQUE PRESENTS CAPRICCIO STRAVAGANTE
7:15 p.m. -9:15 p.m. | BPAC |$10 with Student ID
COSI FAN TUTTE*
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. | Queens College - Goldstein Theater | Free
RUSSIAN NATIONAL BALLET THEATRE IN “CINDERELLA”*
4:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m. | Lehman Center for the Performing Arts | $25-$45
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK’S WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PEERS FOR CAREERS, AMBASSADORS OF SCDC

Did you know that there are three career programs for

Landing an internship pertaining to your career involves a lot of preparation. The Starr Career
Development Center has the resources available to help you put your best foot forward. Stop by
ASAP, and we’ll be here with you every step of the way!
--KHALID KHALID

sophomores? Rising Starr Sophomore Program (RSSP),
Passport to Partnership (P2P), and Sophomore Year
Navigating Careers (SYNC) are designed to help out second
year students. For more info, visit our website!

PEER FOR CAREER

SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

EVENTS

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG STUDIOS

Arts & Sciences Industry Panel
Tuesday, April 5th, 12:30-2:15 PM, VC 2-125

The fashion brand is seeking a summer 2016 intern

Find out more about career opportunities from professionals in
the ﬁeld of arts and sciences.

Writing Winning Resumes
Thursday, April 7th, 12:30-2:00 PM, VC 2-190

Learn how to develop and design a professional, marketable
resume that will be well received.

Job Search Strategies
Monday, April 11th, 12:30–2:00 PM, VC 2-190

Attend to learn more about new resources and tips to conduct an
eﬀective job search.

Mandatory On-Campus Recruiting Workshop
Monday, April 11th, 3:00-:30 PM, VC 2-190

Sign up and attend this workshop to qualify for on-campus
recruiting.

Diane Von Furstenberg Studios is looking for a Public Relations Intern for Summer 2016.
DVF Studios has garnered worldwide attention as an esteemed
fashion brand, headed by the
eponymous Diane von Furstenberg. As a public relations intern
for the 2016 year, undergraduate students would speciﬁcally
work with preparation for the
Spring 2016 presentation, help
with sample traﬃcking to editorial publications and celebrities,
media monitoring and scanning
magazines and newspapers for
DVF credits, pulling samples for

theme shoots for publications
and maintaining the PR showroom and inventory. Interns
must be able to handle a fast
paced environment and multitask eﬃciently. All Interns must
currently be enrolled as an undergraduate student and receive
course credit for their internship
experience. Interns must possess
a solid academic record, strong
communication, interpersonal
and time management skills.
Interns should have a strong interest in fashion or the area of
business where the Intern will be
placed.

Other key requirements include strong communication
and organizational skills, a strong
sense of teamwork and ability
to multi-task, Excel, PowerPoint
and Microsoft Word proﬁciency,
a positive and professional attitude, fashion GPS knowledge,
and proof of work authorization
in the U.S. This is a paid internship open to all class levels with
a specialization in communications, marketing, or PR.
For more information, visit STARR
Search with job ID 89310.
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Martin Shkreli appointed Football teams are coming to CUNY
business ethics professor
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE

CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
Turing went on to lower the
price of Daraprim, but Shkreli defended his company’s decisions in
the press, citing that 60 percent of
Daraprim sales are $1 per pill—
not the $750-per-tablet price the
public was up-in-arms about.
Shkreli made waves again,
when, in February, he appeared
before the House Committee on
Oversight and Government Reform about Turing’s price hike
on Daraprim. Shkreli invoked his
Fifth Amendment right throughout the hearing but later tweeted,
“Hard to accept that these imbeciles represent the people in
our government.”
“Shkreli has the real-world
experience that Baruch College values in its professors,” said
President Mitchel Wallerstein in a
press release.
Huss could not confirm at
this time if the course, which still
does not have a name, will use
Turing as a case study, but he did
say that the course will cover the
pharmaceutical industry. “That’s
where we see a lot of these ethical
dilemmas,” he added.
Opinions about Shkreli teaching an ethics course are mixed on
campus, with some professors and
students questioning the school’s
decision to even allow Shkreli to
set foot on CUNY property.
“Are we really rewarding this
guy with a job?” said Daniel Seta,
a junior majoring in philosophy.
“His behavior is reprehensible,
and he’s a criminal.”
Seta went on to say, “I guess
he fits in with all those future finance criminals in Zicklin, so
maybe it makes sense to them. To
me, though, he’s a criminal, and

criminals shouldn’t be allowed on
campus—with the exception of
those future finance criminals.”
Chan Park, a senior majoring in accounting, said of Shkreli,
“How can I complain about being
taught by a celebrity? I mean, the
Macaulay school brought in David
Petraeus to teach, and he’s a traitor and a war criminal, but he was
qualified. As a student, that’s what
you want.”
When asked about whether
Jack the Ripper would have been
qualified to teach about human anatomy, Park said, “Sure.
At the time, he was probably the
most qualified.”
A group of CUNY professors
created a Facebook page devoted
to banning Shkreli from teaching at Baruch. The site, “CUNY
against Martin Shkreli,” had 5,000
likes as of April 1. The page, which
does not identify who the organizing professors are, says a protest
on April 6 will be held in the 25th
Street Plaza. The Facebook page
also indicated that a petition will
be passed around on the day of the
protest during a symbolic “Dumping Ceremony.” Protestors will be
encouraged to throw their prescription drugs into the sewer as a
sign of solidarity to those affected
by pharmaceutical price-gouging.
The Ticker attempted to contact Shkreli, but his legal team said
due to impending lawsuits Shkreli
would not be responding to media
inquiries directly. A spokesperson for Shkreli did, however, give
comment: “Martin is thrilled to
return to his alma mater as a professor. It is an honor to be recognized by such a prestigious institution, and Martin looks forward
to educating future leaders in the
financial world.”

Since the announcement,
many CUNY institutions have already been on the search for its
inaugural coaching staff. Baruch
College was one of the first schools
to appoint its head coach, and
it announced its decision to select Simon Baxter for the position
earlier this week.
Prior to his appointment, Baxter served as the assistant equipment manager for the men’s football program at Brigham Young
University. Baxter, a New York native, made his decision to return to
the Big Apple following a nine-year
stint with the Cougars.
“It was an easy decision because all of my family and friends
are here. New York is my home
and I wouldn’t choose to be anywhere else.” Baxter also spent
three years playing quidditch as a
student at the University of Tennessee, where he led his team to
two finals appearances and one
national title.
While Baxter’s professional reputation makes him a fitting candidate for the position, a previous
incident calls to question whether
he is the right person for the job. In
2008, Baxter was convicted of sexual assault following an incident
with a female trainer at the University of Tennessee. The allegations,
however, were quickly dropped
after an out-of-court settlement
was arranged.
When asked about the incident,
Baxter replied, “I think it is sad that
some people don’t understand
the truth and the facts I’m not interested in re-litigating something
that happened in the past. “Like
Forest Gump said,” Baxter concluded, “‘That’s all I have to say
about that.’”
In addition to hiring a head
coach, Baruch also held its first

SPECIAL TO THE TICKLER

Baxter will coach the Bearcats’ ﬁrst season, which kicks-oﬀ during fall 2016.
round of tryouts for its football
team on April 1 at the Athletics and
Recreation Center.
Each prospect was asked to
perform drills specific to the position they were trying out for
in front of the Baruch athletics
committee.
Similar to the format of the
NFL Combine, the tryout featured
a series of tests, including the
40-yard dash, vertical jump and
bench press.
Among the five total attendees who showed up to the tryout
was Tim Brady, a junior on the
Baruch men’s Lacrosse team. He
impressed coaches and caught
the attention of the committee after recording a 3.98 split in
the 40-yard dash and a 30-inch
vertical jump.
Brady is also the youngest of
three brothers to four-time Super Bowl champion Tom Brady.
And like his older brother, Tim
displayed a natural talent for the
game with his ability to throw the
football with pinpoint accuracy.
“I’m really glad that CUNY is doing this. Lacrosse is my main passion but having the option to play

football here allows me to become
a dual-sport athlete. Since the two
sports fall under different seasons,
I will be able to compete in both
without having to choose one over
the other.”
Despite a poor turnout, Baruch
is hopeful that it will successfully
build a full roster by the first game
of the season.
The second chance for tryouts
will be held on Friday, April 22, at
Pier 40 in the main athletics complex. Students and athletes interested in playing on the inaugural
CUNYAC football team should
register for tryouts online by submitting a two-page paper answering the question why they believe
they should play on Baruch’s
football team.
Applicants will then be invited
to try out for the team where they
will have a chance to showcase
their ability.
“Football should be played at
every college. I don’t know why it
took us so long to realize this, but
we finally did,” said Kraft. “Like I
always say—and was the first to
say—you miss 100 percent of the
shots you never take.”

Google announces job search at Baruch
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
“Google is full of some of the
most creative people on the planet,” wrote Alger. “And while our
employees are working hard to
come up with some of the best
ideas possible, we want to ensure
that they are well taken care of.
Founded in 2014, Google’s
creative caretaking department
is focused on finding innovative
ways to cater to the various needs
and wants of Google’s employees.
Responsibilities outlined for creative caretaking interns include
fetching coffee, custodial duties,
serving as a footstool and other
tasks vital to the functions of the
technological giant.
“We searched all around the
country for the school that we
felt could best fulfill our expectations, and Baruch College ultimately came up as the winner,”
explained Alger.
“According to our research,
which was carefully pieced together using a number of complex
algorithms already utilized in our
search engines, Baruch students
ranked best in performing menial
labor after graduation. Additionally, further research shows that
Baruch students will go to any
length to land what they consider
to be their dream job, no matter
how much it means degrading
themselves. When you combine all
that with the current job market,
you get the kind of creative desperation that we, here at Google,
really value!”
While Google is known for having an incredibly laid-back work
environment, Alger clarified that
members of the creative caretaking team will have no time to
enjoy them.
“When you’re caretaking for a
staff as large as ours, you find out
that there isn’t much time to play

FLICKR.COM

Google’s creative caretaking position will allow students to prove their worth.
in the community ball pit. Creative
caretakers, or ‘cretins’ as we like to
call them in the office, will have a
variety of tasks, including handwashing the full-time employees,
cutting the crust off sandwiches
and fighting other interns in the
‘Google Thunderdome’ for the
amusement of staff.”
News of Google’s upcoming
visit to Baruch has hit the community by storm as students from
every major flood the STARR Career Development Center hoping
to have their resumes tweaked
in time.
“I’m really confident in my
ability to land this internship,”
said Dong Zhuo, a Baruch finance
student who plans to apply with
Google. “Last summer I cleaned
toilets at Goldman Sachs, and all
of the investors said they had never seen an intern replace the urinal
cakes as fast as I did.”
Other students, such as Heather Mason, were less enthusiastic.
“I mean yeah this all seems pretty
demeaning, but I’m a philosophy major, so what else do I have
going on?”
Students were not the only
ones getting excited about the possibility of interning with Google
though. Naomi Hunter, an adjunct

professor of art history and theatre
at Baruch also stated her desire to
land an internship in the creative
caretaking department.
“I have not had a contract for
over five years. Last night I had to
ration a can of ravioli to last me
for the next three days. A career
change may be just what I need to
get out of the rut that has become
my life.”
Those seeking to receive an employment opportunity after graduation will not be disappointed,
as Alger states that there is room
for advancement.
“In the past we’ve had interns
take on full-time roles as custodians, bathroom attendants and
some have even made it as far
as becoming cigarette rollers for
the company.”
The position is unpaid, but Alger insists that Baruch students
will not find a better opportunity
anywhere else.
“The experiences and memories that are waiting to be made
at an internship with Google are
priceless. We believe that having
the Google brand name on your
resume is more than fair for being
able to hang out with our amazing
team and being given the opportunity to separate their laundry.”

COME TRYOUT FOR THE
INAGURAL SEASON OF THE
BARUCH FOOTBALL TEAM!
When: Friday, April 22
Where: Pier 40

DEFUND
CUNY
The City University of New
York has been the taxpayer’s
burden for far too long, and it
is our mission to send higher
education down the river and
into the free market.
To learn more about Defund CUNY or to sign our petition
to Governor Cuomo, please visit www.defundCUNY.org

